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Summary 

A PRELIMINARY HYDROLOGICAL STUDY IN 
OGOF FFYNNON DDU , BRECONSHIRE 

P.M. O'Reilly & LG. Bray 

Comprehensive waler 58mpling on Ogof Ffynnon Odu is a diffic::ull problem because of the size of Ihe syst.m, In 
1972 a rec;onnaissanc::e survey was c::ar ried OU I under e)lt remes of disc::harge and lhe splldfic:: c:onduc::lanca of lhe 58mpl" WII 
measured and c::onvlI,loo 10 10lal han:lneu. The resulling water herdness profiles shed soma light on swaral hydrological 
probleml wilhin 1M system. 

1. INTRODUCTIO N 
A study of the literature reveals that a great deal of work has been carried out in the field of 

limestone solution studies. The South Wales region . however, has received only a little attention; apart from 
the work of Wi ll iams (1963) on the solutionalload of the Neath and Mellte, that of Ede (1972) on Gower 
and part of the North Crop, and more recently that of Bray (1969. 1971, 1972) on the chemistry of cave 
waters, there have been no detailed studies on individual cave systems. The work of Thomas (1954a, 1954b, 
1963, 1970) has largely been concerned with the examination of surface phenomena such as dolines and 
other superficial karst features. 

The discovery in recent yea rs of many miles of cave passages in the Craig·y·Nos area has stimulated 
much research, but the solutional processes existing in these caves are still largely unknown. One of the 
authors (Bray) has pioneered a series of investigations on the chemistry of the waters in the caves of the 
area. and it was his work that provided the background for this study. It is apparent from the resu lts of his 
early work that the processes involved in the solution of limestone in the North Crop are far more com plex 
than previously thought. In short, Bray believes that the three factors (not all of which are necessarily 
involved in a given cave system) are: (i) carbon dioxide via the 'traditional route', which in fact may be of 
relatively little importance, (ii) free sulphuric acid, especially in waters running from peat·covered Millstone 
Grit. and (iii) easily oxidi$ld organiC matter, especia lly materials such as humic acids etc. It seems that the 
si mplified picture of limestone solution so often quoted may be a long way from reality in this region. 

With a view to carryi ng out a long·term hydrological study in Ogof Ffynnon Ddu a series of 
sam pling runs were carried out in the summer of 1972. One author (O'Reilly) had on previous occasions 
taken water sa mples for analysis from the cave, and without exception the large vol umes needed for 
accurate t itration made sampling an arduous procedure. The sites sampled were usually decided logistically 
rat her than scientifically and consequently the resu lts were inadequate to provide a complete picture of the 
solution processes at work in the cave. The particular problems associated with sampling are the distances 
to be covered underground and the potent ially vast number of sites of interest , involving the t ransport of 
la rge numbers of water samples to the surface for treatment in the laboratory. 

2. SAMPLING SC HEDUL ES 
It was decided to carry out the preliminary study by collecting as many samples as possible from 

all parts of the cave under extremes of discharge, and to use these as a guide to develop a full·scale sampling 
routine. Thus two sampling programmes were run: 
2.1 Conductivity Sampling 

Small (66 ml) samples were collected and their specific conductance was measured . The small size 
sample meant that a party of two or three movi ng quickly through the cave could easily carry some 60·100 
samples without the normally attendant problem of overloading. It is possible to convert readings of 
specific conductance to total hardness values with a fair degree of reliabil ity (Bray 1971) and it was felt 
that knowing even the approximate total hardness at different parts of the cave an overall picture of the 
solution processes at work in the cave could be Obtained, and from this the more important sites could be 
chosen for detailed study. The sites that were samples are listed in Table 1. 
2.2 Detai led Sampling 

On the basis of the results from the conductivity sampling and on Bray's earlier work a small 
number of sites were chosen for more detailed study. This paper deals only with the conductivity sampling; 
analysis of the other samples is considered elsewhere (Bray and O'Reilly (1974)). 

The field work took place during late July and early August 1972; samples were taken under base 
flow conditions at the end of a drought period, and under high runoff conditions, a week later. The drought 
period was at the end of July - there had been no rain for some three weeks and only occasional light 
showers for simi lar period betore that. The resurgence discharge was low, probably less than 0.01 cumecs. 
The flood terminated the drought - during the first weekend of August in a period of intense rainfall some 
40 mm of rain fell in 24 hoUrs and the resurgence discharge rose to approximately 0,1 cumecs. 

Under these conditions it proved impossible to sample upstream of the Confluence in Ogof Ffynnon 
Ddu II , and the time involved in collecting samples prevented an excursion to Ogof Ffynnon Ddu III. 
Nonetheless those samples collected provide a basis for the crude compa rison of the two extreme discherge 
conditions. An indication of the location of the sites sampled is given in Figure 1 and the full national grid 
references are shown in Table 1. 
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Tabl.l . Lim of sites sampled, conductance measured, and computed 
total hardness values. 
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Smith's Armoury 
Cloister Cascade 
At 
Mavpole 8r1dge 
May pole Inlet 
Maypole Inlet 
Oxbow Sump 
Below Sump 
Pothole 
Before Marble Showers 
After Marbl e Showers 
Before Waterfall 
After Waterfall 
Before Confluence 
Flood 8ypass Sump 
8edding Plane Sump 
Dip Su mp 
The Sump O FD I 
Step 
At 
Near Pluto's Bath 

~ At Gothic Pool 

Inlet In Smith's Arm 
Cloister Cascade 
The Wee 
Waterfall Chamber 
SWa mp Creek 
Maypole Inlet 
Lugubrious Inlet 
Drips Into Pothole 
Marble Showers 
Waterfall Inl et 
Inlet at 
Inlet at 
Inlet at 
Inlet at 
Piccadilly Stream 
Divers Pitch Inlet 
Connection Passage 
Waterfall OFD I 
Rocky Holes Inlet 
Drips near Plutos 
f-
Jam. first entry 
Jama second entry 
At Boulder Choke 
After Boulder Choke 
Befor. Smith Choke 
After Smithy Choke 
Before Confluence 

Cwmdwr Entrance 
Oim Dwr Trick le 
Inlet at 
Drips at 

NGR Base Flow 
(Prefi x SN ) Specific Total 

Conductance Hardness 
(j.!mho.Cm' lj (ppm ) 

B7521628 154 69 
8 7281618 154 69 
87041599 170 77 
8 7021604 170 77 
86421561 154 69 
86411561 154 69 
86181548 170 77 
86151544 154 69 
86041541 162 73 
85901531 169 77 
85911529 154 69 
B5891525 169 77 
85891524 177 81 
856 21519 - -
85521516 216 101 
85481514 231 108 
85241527 239 62 
85121531 231 108 
84951528 231 108 
84891524 239 62 
84891523 246 116 
84781518 231 108 

85711623 224 105 
87281617 224 105 
87 121618 246 116 
87041598 231 108 
86551567 208 97 
86411561 224 105 
86291551 246 11 6 
861 21543 231 108 
85921530 216 101 
85891525 200 93 
85881519 216 101 
85881519 292 139 
8 5731522 216 101 
85721521 193 89 
8552 1522 308 97 
8540151 6 262 124 
85241529 315 151 
85201534 339 163 
84971535 - -
84921525 277 132 

85591553 577 1285) 
85601547 539 1276) 
85651544 539 1276) 
85651541 - -
85651535 51 6 1254 ) 
85651534 524 1258 ) 
8 5621520 401 1195) 

8 5731560 231 108 
85631560 285 135 
85701542 231 108 
85651629 177 81 
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High Run·Off 
Specif ic Total 
Conductance Hardness 
(pmho .cm· l ) (ppm) 

- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -

115 49 
128 56 
- -

134 59 
- -
- -
- -

131 57 
140 62 

105 -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -

339 163 
277 132 
- -

370 179 
324 155 
- -

331 159 
346 166 
- -

354 165 
- -
- -

339 163 

224 105 
- -
- -
- -



NGR Bue Flow 
SITE (Prefix SN) Specific Total 

eoiKtuctlnce Hardness 
(pmho.Cm- I ) (ppm) 

Dugout Trickle 84951536 - -
Pi Chamber Drips 85051536 - -
snale Crawl Drips 85061526 - -
Drips on Fault at 85321529 lB5 65 
Collapse Chamber Inlet 85371517 '85 85 
Stream At 85481518 262 124 
Trickle from Roof 85541523 262 124 
Joint Inlet 85411528 308 97 
Heal Eir. 85411528 165 65 
Drips at 85541537 254 '20 
Pool in Oxbow 86151547 316 '5' 
Salubrious Passage 86461575 23' ,OB 
Salubrious Passage 86501589 224 '05 
Drips 86511594 246 116 
Cairn Cha o Inlet 86471606 262 '24 
Aven near Crevasse 86791600 262 '24 
Aven before Shambles 86871602 24B 116 
Aven before Traverse 86881602 254 '20 
Aven on Traverse 86951606 23' 'OB 

Sink Pwll Byfre 87441660 57 20 
Resurgence 84721508 254 '20 
Limekiln pool 85451534 13' 113 
Grit Doline 85951524 - -
Cwmdwr Quarry Pool 85701558 '40 62 

Note: figures in parentheses ( ) are believed to be invalid estimates of 
total hardness (see text, Section 3) . 
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High Run.()ff 
Specific Total 
Conductance Hardness 
l#unho.cm-' ) (ppm) 

362 175 
246 116 
300 143 
- -
- -
- -

293 140 
324 155 
231 'OB 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -

36 9 
'42 63 
- -
- -
- -



3. TREATMENT OF SAMPLES 
Samples were collected in 66 ml polystyrene bottles with screw caps. They were taken to the 

laboratory at Penwyllt where they were immersed in a thermostat bath at 25°C until thermal equili brium had 
been reached. The conductance was measured using a direct reading WPA CM25 conductivity meter in 
association with a d ip,type conductivity cell having platinum electrodes (Walden Precision Apparatus Ltd., 
Shire Hill, Saffron Walden, Essex!. Most cave chemistry resu lts are expressed in terms of hardness values 
(ppm) and so as to relate the results of this work to t hat of others an attempt is made here to convert the 
specific conductance to total hardness using a graph of specific conductance against total hardness applicable 
to these particular results with the best fit line calculat ed by a least square analysis, (Bray 1969), (see 
figure 2). In using this sort of correlation there is a risk in that the ions governing the conductivity of cave 
wilter include calcium, magnMium, soclium, potassium , chloride, bicarbonate and sulphate: only the 
calcium and magnesium ions register in the total hardness estimations; experience has shown that in the 
Penwyllt area most of the cave and surface waters conform to a general pattern in that their electrolyte 
balance is much the same, but to assume that all waters conform is incorrect and could lead to erroneous 
deductions. In particular the high conductivities observed in the Cwmdwr stream in the cave pose a 
problem - measurement by t>itration of the total hardness of this water shows that the points do not fall 
on the best fit line in figure 2. For example one sample of that stream, with a conductance of 524 pmho.cm" 
has a true total hardness of 167 ppm. which includes more than 30 ppm sulphate. The calculated value was 
258 ,umho.crn· l

. The correlation in figure 2 is t hus considered not to be entirely valid for the Cwmdwr 
Stream and consequently the total hardness scale on the vertica l axis of figure 3 applies only to those waters 
whose electrolyte balance is normal. 

4. RESULTS 
The results obtained are summarised in Table 1. Values of specific conductance have been 

converted to total hardness using the correlation shown in figure 2. No accurate monitoring of the discharge 
was made as the study was at this stage purely a preliminary one. Approximate d ischarge figures have 
already been mentioned. 

5. DISCUSSION 
One is well aware of the dangers of making too many predictions from one or two sets of data, 

but it will require many years of study before a comprehensive surve'P' of all the hydrological sites in Ogof 
Ffynnon Ddu can be carried out, but any conclusions, however tentative, are valuable at this stage. 
5.1 Conductivity Profiles and Flow Regimes 

The results of the survey are displayed as in figures 3 and 4, which show in schematic form the 
variation in conductivity (and hence, total solute load) throughout the cave under the conditions in which 
the sampling took place. It is usual to classify cave waters according to their origin and this has been done 
in most karst areas, the distinction being drawn between percolation water (diffuse flow) with high solute 
content and swallet water (conduit flow) with lower values. In Ogof Ffynnon Ddu there is only one 
swallet under normal conditions (Pwll Syfre) although during flood, minor points of engulfment do occur 
at many locations above the system. All the cave streams apart from the Main Stream must therefore 
represent some form of percolation water. 

The relationship between runoH and rainfall in the Ogof Ffynnon Ddu catchment is of interest. 
In summer evaporation and transpiration are at a maximum and the amount of soil moisture is low, resulting 
in base flow conditions in the cave. Under these conditions the total percolation contribution to discharge 
is c. 40% (the Cwmdwr Stream alone accounting for c. 25%), This situation also occurs during long cold 
winter periods when the surface is frozen. DUring early autumn. Pfl!(':ipitation replenishes the ~il moisture 
but, unless the rainfall is intense, heavy flooding is relatively rare. These are 'average' conditions, and in 
this case percolation accounts fot c. 5()'60% of the total discharge (the Cwmdwr Stream c. 20%). During 
late autumn, winter and soring the runoff remains 'average' since field capacity ha s been reached , and it 
responds rapidly to increases in rainfall, so flood ing is common. In this type of flood the percolation 
increment may be as much as 7()'80%. Flooding also occurs after periods of base flow especially following 
intense rainfall. In this type of 'flash' flood the more rapid response of the swallet water results in a low 
proportion of percolation water in the discharge (probably only c. 15,20%). 

The sampling conditions in this study were such that the amount of tributary (percolation) 
addition to the Main Stream was relatively small, one set of samples corresponding to base flow and the 
other to a flash flooo. 

The results obtained provide an approximate idea of the relationship between solute load and 
discharge . It can be seen at once from figure 3 that, at least under ba$ll flow conditions, the solute load of 
the water of the Main Stream rises very rapidly from the sink to the point where it is first seen in the cave 
(Smith's Armoury) - a distance of approximately 300 m - while o .... er the next 5 km of open passage it 
remains relatively constant, except that the addition of h igh concentration water from t he Cwmdwr Stream 
is responsible for a noticeable rise in solute load at the Confluence. This rise is smaller under flooo 
conditions because the increase in volume of the Cwmdwr Stream is much less than that of the Main 
Stream. It appears that, in general, there is little variation in solute load over long distances of strea mway . 
This is certainly true for base flow and probably also for high run·off although it was not possible to 
confirm this for the streamway in Ogof Ffynnon Ddu II and III during flood. In drought the solute load 
remains fairly constant iIt 1". 70 ppm throughout Ogof Ffynnon Ddu III and II - the flood figure for this 
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part of the cave is probably c. 50 ppm; in Ogof Ffynnon Ddu I after the addition of the Cwmdwr water, 
the figures are c. 110 ppm for drought and c. 60 ppm for high run off. Close examination shows, however, 
that there are fluctuations in these values as the stream passes through the calle, but it is impossible to state 
with certainty at this stage whether they are due to the stream dissolving its bed or to the addition of 
percolation water of different total hardness to the stream itself or to a combination of both. 

Virtually all the tributaries to the Main Stream halle a higher total hardness than the Main Stream 
Itself. The value appears to be in the region of c. , 10 ppm throughout most of the cave but increases to 
c. 150 ppm In Ogof Ffynnon Ddu L There is a good deal of scatter in these lIalues with samples as low as 
80 ppm and as high as 160 ppm being recorded . Those percolation inlets that are low in value are usually 
either located close to the surface, are derived from small discrete sinks on the Millstone Grit edge, or are 
associated with faults along which the water can move more freely and in this way their flow regimes more 
closely resemble swallet water than percolation water. With the notable exception of the Cwmdwr Stream 
the values obtained show that there IS little real difference between percolation water and swallet water. 
In Mendips for example, percolation water displays total hardness values up to c, 240 ppm, and in Gower 
c 300 ppm, while $Wallet water is usually very much lower . In Ogof Ffynnon Ddu the results of this work 
suggest that the differences are far less marked, and tend to Indicate a relat ively integrated flow pattern for 
the percolation water entering the calle, 
5.2 Percolation Water Flow Regimes 

The generally higher lIalues associated with the percolation water above Ogot Ffynnon Ddu I are 
of Interest. Topographicallv. the area abolle Ogof Ftynnon Ddu 11 and III is largely open moorland with 
rough pasture; there are numerous dolines and surface depressions which Williams (1963) has conclusively 
shown to be of solutiona l origin, and which occur for the most part on drift'i:ollerecl dip·slopes. The amount 
of drift cover is extensive and the distribution of limestone pallements is very restricted. The area above 
Ogof Ffynnon Odu I, on the other hand. consists of enclosed pasture with many trees; there are virtually 
no surface depressions or pallements and the drift cOlier is thinner. 

Thomas (1970) has carried out an extensille study of surface solution in the area and has found 
that structural conuols of sol ution rates are lIery strong. The proximity of the region to the Swansea Valley 
Disturbance results in numerous sub·horizontal and sub'lIertical minor fracture planes within the rocks ; 
these are distinct from the more easily recognised joints or bedding planes. He found that local variations 
In the rate of post'glacia l surface solution have been determined largely by the incidence and form of these 
fracture planes. 

The topographical differences between the two regions above the cave now become more relevant; 
percolating water from the open moor appears to enter the calle through what is probably a weU-integrated 
network to solution channels linked to the numerous surface depreSiions. Most of these depressions have 
formed beneath a cover of drift derived from the Old Red Sandstone, although there are some hollows 
located at the edges of pavements where more concentrated solution has taken place at the junction of 
grikes. Percolating water in such a system would expend much of its solutional capability close to the surface 
as there wou ld be little time or opportunity for an increase in carbon dioxide content through contact with 
the soi l which, in any case, in this region is probably low in organiC content and hence carbon dioxide. The 
superficial colier thus acts largely as an inhibitor of surface solution preventing the format ion of dissected 
pavements; the caller appears to channel the water underground. The amount of surface lowering of the 
underlying limestone is consequently quite small. In the Ogot Ffy nnon Ddu I area the flow pattern appears 
to be more diffuse, the lack of solution hollows ind icating the less integrated nature of the flow. 
Percolating water probably utilises a network of micro'i:hannels formed along the fracture planes in the 
limestone and the more diffuse nature of this type of flow would result in generally higher hardness values. 
5.3 The Cwmdwr Tributary Stream 

The Cwmdwr Stream is the largest tributary of the Ma in Stream and under base flow conditions 
accounted for about one quarter of the total discharge - (about one tenth in the flood) it has an electrical 
conductance about twice that of all other water in the calle. It displays a tardy response to rainfall, but the 
conductance dropped considerably under high run·off (figure 3). 

It enters the calle through a boulder choke, flows as a misfit along the floors of several passages 
and eventually reaches the Main Stream at the Confluence hailing flowed for some distance along a vadose 
trench below the general lellel of the Smithy passages. Referring to figure 3 it can be seen that under low 
discharge conditions its conductillity has dropped considerablv by the time it has reached the Confluence 
but it is still much higher than that of the Main Stream. It is the only stream in the whole 5ys~em to display 
this apparent progressille fall in solute load and the reasons are not obvious since the volume of tributary 
addition to it is very small. Smith (1969) reported a similar phenomenon in Branch Passage in Pollnagollum. 
Co. Clare, but in that instance the paSiage was floored with a moonmilk·wpe calcite deposit that was 
apparently still being laid down - no such deposit is forming in the bed of the Cwmdwr Stream. It is 
also of interest to note here that those streams that do have a moonmilk·type deposit on the floor in other 
pam of the calle do not display a progressively falling hardness - ellen the trickle oller Heel Eira. a long 
impressille soft calcite bank, has a low lIalue. Until more accurate monitoring at the flows and solute loads 
of the Cwmdwr tributaries is carried out, this feature cannot be explained. 

Ede (1972) also noted the general lack of high content percolation water in the North Crop. and 
when dealing with Ogof FfYnnon Ddu he suggested a lIery rapid through·flow time for water to the Top 
Entrance area. He found that most of the drips were still aggressive though generally lower in calcium 
than similar samples taken by V.H. Williams (1963) in Ogof Ffynnon Ddu 1. He also commented that the 
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discharge from Ffynnon Odu was relatively high throughout the summer and discounting any major long· 
term percolation addition, he suggested the underlying Old Red Sandstone as a possible alternative source 
of water. The results of the present work make this suggestion seem very unlikely. Apart from the 
geological structure being unfavourable, no water with the required low hardness (about 20 ppm for water 
from the Old Red Sandstone) has been found within the cave. It has been suggested that the water of the 
Cwmdwr Stream might derive from the Old Red Sandstone core of the Craig·y·Rhiwarth anticl ine to the 
north of the cave. Apart from the high solute loading of the stream being inconsistent with t his origin 
figure 5 shows that it is more likely to represent the drainage of Twyn Oisgwylfa. the hill now being actively 
Quarried. 

The relatively high conductance and solute load indicate a diffuse origin for the water, which is 
consistent with the comments already made about the percolation pattern in the Ogof Ffynnon Ddu I lI ru. 
The high total hardness values arise partly from the unusually high su lphate content of t he water (c. 30 ppm ). 
ThiS has been found to be over th ree times that of most of the other water in t he cave. High sulphate 
concentrations are usually due to the presence of calcium sulphate (gypsum) and there are considerable 
Quantities of selenite crystals in the parts of the system located near the Millstone Grit/limestone contact 
and although none are known they may well occur in the undiscovered part of the Cwmctwr Stream. 
5.4 An Indicatio n of Further Extensio ns 

The major region of interest to cavers in Ogof Ffynnon Odu is t he unk nown cave between the 
Sink at Pwll Byfre and Smith's Armoury. The survey shows the cave 'passi ng by' t he sink and water runs 
largely south·eastwards to reach the point where it is first seen in the cave. Weaver (1972) showed a fault 
running near Pwll Byfre and it may be that this aids the passage of the water. In the resurgence end of the 
cave, however, water following faults appears to have a low hardness, which does not expl ain the observed 
rise fro m c. 20 ppm at the sink to c. 70 ppm in the cave. Bray (1972) explai ned t he phenomenon chem ically 
In terms of oxidation of organic material. Experimental oxidation of organic material is a ted ious process 
best carried out at 100°C with acidified potassium permanganate or by boiling with potassium d ich romate 
and concentrated sul phuric acid in the presence of a catelyst - for it to proceed so well at ebout 10°C in a 
cave suggests the possibility of some form of biological act ivity. It is also possible . however, that there has 
been the addnion of a small amount of high content percolation water before the stream appears in the 
cave. For example it Y'IOuld only require a stream similar in hardness and proportion to the Cwmdwr 
Stream to bring about the observed rise. There is a large limestone region to the north east of the end of 
the cave 10 which no cave discoveries have been made yet. There are il number of depressions and a greater 
thIckness of limestone here than over much of the rest of the cave. The presence of such a stream is a rea l 
possibility and unt il a malar programme of percolation water tracing, discharge and hardness measurement 
and ot her chemical analysis has been carried out, it wi ll not be possible to discount ent irely the possibi lity 
of further major extensions to the system. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
A preliminary investigation of stream solute loads in Cgef Ffynnon Odu has been ca rried out by 
collecting samples of the water and measuring its specific conductanct, with a view to obtaining an 
overall picture of the present day solution processes and isolating potenti all y interest ing hydrological 
sites in the cave. 

2 The indi rect measurement of total hardness via specific conductance has proved to be a co nvenient 
technique for complex cave systems, as the small size sample needed enables a greater number of sit es 
to be visited and an overall picture of the magnitude of the solutionalload and of changes in that 
loKI to be built up Quickly. 

3 The results indicate that the total hardness of the Main Stream (c. 50· 110 ppm ) ,s lowe r than might 
be expected in view of the fact that all the internal Input to it is of percolation origin. 

4 The results suggest that there is generally little marked distinction between percolation water and 
swallet water; almost all the tributaries respond fairly rapidly to rain fall and have relatively low 
hardness values (c. 110·150 ppm); these values are lower than that for si milar water in, fo r example, 
the Mendips or Gower. 

5 There appears to be a difference between the pattern of percolation from the open moorland 
(integrated) and that from the more cultivated area nearer the Tawe (more diffuse). 

6 The drainage of Twyn Olsgwylfa is also diffuse but the water of the Cwmdwr Stream has a higher 
proportion of sulphate of unknown origin than has been found elsewhere in the region. 

7 There appears to be no direct or indirect addition of percolation water from the Old Red Sandstone 
as has been suggested by Ede (1972). 

B. ThiS prelimlOary investigation has been successful in pinpointing several sites worthy of furthe r 
investigation, in particular that unknown region between the sink at Pwl l Byfre and the point where 
the water is first seen inside the cave, and also the Cwmdwr Stream. Future work will concentrate 
on these areas and will largely be concerned with detailed monitoring of sites in an attempt to 
establish a more definite relationship between solute load, discharge and rai nfall . and between 
percolation and swallet water. 
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Trans. British Cave Research Assoc. Vol. 1. No.2. pp.75-84. April 1974. 

PRELIMINARY OXIDATION STUDIES ON SOME WATERS FROM THE 
OGOF FFYNNON DDU SYSTEM, BRECONSHIRE. 

By L.G. Bray and P.M. O'Reilly 

Summary 

Analytical resuln from wltlr NmplS$ from t he Ogof Ffvnnon Ddu 'Vstem Ire prasltr'lted and thl ch,l'I5I" liking 
pllCl in thl levels of hardneu Ind orv-nic matter content .Iong the Itralmwey Ire cons.idlred. 

INTRODUCTION 

Attention has been drawn to the importance of water·borne organic matter in the processes of cave 
enlargement, but the early work relied mainly on water samples from surface sites (Bray 1972). The present 
study extends the work by examining the results from samples collected from specially chosen sites within 
the Ogof Ffynnon Ddu system. 

EXPER IMENTAL 

tal Fieldwork 
For this work advantage was taken of the information from an extensive conductimetric study of 

the Ogof Ffynnon Ddu cave waters (O'Aeilly and Bray, 1974). Sampling was limited to sites of major 
Importance, allowing larger volumes of water to be collected at each site and a wider range of tests to be 
performed than would normally have been the case. It was planned originally to collect samples from a 
selection of sites of cave chemistry interest: the results of the conductimetric study showed so 
clearly the importance of The Confluence area of the cave that $imples were collected from this area in 
preference to apparently similar sites elsewhere in the cave. This is the first time in South Wales that 
detailed chemical work has been possible on samples collected from sites chosen wholly for their chemical 
interest. These sites are listed in Table 1 which also shows other sites of chemical interest: the positions 
of the Ogof Ffynnon Ddu sites are shown in Figure 1. 

The details of the samples that were collected are shown in Table 2. Some use was made of 
transparent PVC bottles but these proved to be too fragile for routine use underground. 

The samples from within the cave were collected during a period of exceptionally dry weather 
when many of the tributary streams were dry. Those from sites 4, 5. 6 and 7 were collected on a different 
sampling trip from $imples from sites 2 and 3. and some results should not be used in direct comparison; 
for ,,(ample. values for organic matter content were obtained from different batches of determinations and 
are not wholly consistent. Results from site 10, the Ffynnon Ddu resurgence, were fairly constant throughout 
the period and it is fett that they can be used with results from sites 2 and 3 as well IllS those from sites 4, 5, 
6 and 7. A programme of continuous monitoring of water conductivity at the resurgence showed that this 
was remarkably stable during the period of these tests. 
(b) Techniques 

Most of the experi mental techniques have been described (Bray 1969, 1971, 1972; Stenner 1969) 
and only a new method is described here. 

An additional oxidation test was used for this work in an attempt to assess the organic matter 
content of the waters. Previous 'NOrk had relied on il'lCubation of the water with acidified potassium 
permanganate for 4 hours at 27°C to provide an arbitrary measure of organic matter content (Bray 1972). 
It was felt that a test was needed givi ng a greater depth of oxidation of orQanic matter without using the 
dichromate value test (which requires the use of concentrated wlphuric acid together with a toxic catalyst 
and thus was un~ceptable on SOCial grounds) . The 3Q·minute 100°C permanganate value test wggested by 
Wilson (1959) was used as e start ing point but modifications were needed before consistent results could 
be obtained, even within a given batch of samples. 

In the modified method. 50ml of sample was pipetted into a 100ml glass bottle, 10ml 2N 
sulphuric acid was added followed by exactly 10ml of 0.0125N potassium permanganate solution. The 
bottle was capped and the contents mixed ; it was placed on one side until the other bottles of the batch 
of $imples were ready. The caps of the bottles were loosened and the bottles were placed in boiling water 
in a water bath, where they were agitated at intervals during a period of 1 hour. At the end of this period 
the bottles were cooled quickly to room temperature. The excess potassium permanganate in each bottle 
was treated with about 0.211 potassium iodide (excess) and the liberated iodine was titrated with O.0125N 
sodium thiosulphate from a burette using starch as indicator . 

It was necessary to perform all determinations in duplicate and to perform "blank" tests using 
distilled water instead of a $imple. The extension of the incubation period to 1 hour and the mechanical 
sti rri l'lg of the boiling water gave consistent results between pairs of estimations within a given batch, 
although one author (LGB) feels that not too much significance should be placed upon direct comparison 
of results from different batches of esti mations. There Is some evidence that the distilled water used 
throughout this test (for solution preparation and for "blanks") should be freshly distilled and should be 
stored in glass bottles rather than in polythene containers . 
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~ 
0> 

SI TE NUMBE R AND NAME 

OGOF FFYNNON OOU SYSTEM 

I Byfre Feehan Stream 

2 PWU Byfre 

3 Smith I 8 Armoury 

4 Main Stream, below 
Maypole Inlet 

5 Main Stream, above 
Confluence 

6 Main Stream, below 
Confl uence 

7 Cwmdwr stream , 
above Confluence 

8 CMmdwr s tream 

9 CVmdwr st ream 

10 Ffynnon Ddu 

OTHER SITES 

I I Heron Ris i ng 

12 Fish Tank Rising 
. -

GRID REFERENCE SI TE DESC RIP TION REASON FOR CHO ICE OF SITE 

8770 1690 Flows from slopes of Fan Provides water flowing from Old Red Gihydch Sandstone 
8744 1660 Main sink fo r opn system 

! 
To i nvestigate changes in water 

8752 1628 First appearance in cave f l owing f rom sink into st reamway 
of water from sink of cave 

8641 1561 With (5) to investigate changes in water 
flowing along open streamway 

8562 15 19 Above confluence with 
Cwmdwr stream 

8552 151 6 Below confluence wi th To investigate mixing of two streams CWmdwr stream of dissi~lar water 
8562 1520 Above conn uence wi th 

Haio St ream 

8565 1535 Above Smi t hy Boulde r 
Choke To inves tigate changes in water flowi ng 

8565 1534 Below Smithy Bo ul der through boulder Choke 
Choke 

8472 1508 Res urgence fo r OFO s ys t em 

8432 1565 Re s urge nce , E. of R. Tawe 

f 
Known sour ces o f water wit h l ow dissol ved 8405 1540 Resurgence , w. of R. Tawe oxygen content 

TABLE I. DES CRIPTION OF SAMP LI NG SITES 



N 

Cwmdw, 
8 Stream 

Ffynnon 9 
Ddu ............ ,. 1 .... - .... _,.J..----, , 

10 Confluence 

4 

FIGURE I 

Maypole 
Inlet 

Main Stream 

SKETCH HAP OF SAMPLING SITES IN aGaF FFYNNON DDU SYSTEM 

CWHDWR STREAM 

160 ppm 

HAIN STREAM 93 ppm 71 ppm 

'" .... Byfre 
Fecl1an 

2~1l Byfre -. 
3~ Saith', 

Ar1IOury 

HAIN STREAM 

TO RESURGENCE CONFLUENCE FROM SHITH'S ARMOURY 

DtAG~ OF WATER FLOW AT THE CONFLUENCE 

FIGURE 2 
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NUMBER 
OF 

BOTTLES 

2 

SI ZE 
OF 

BOTTLES 

SOOml 

500..1 

200mI 

66ml 

18mI 

MATERIAL 
OF 

BOTTLES 

Polythene 

Polythene 

Glass 

Polystyrene 

Polystyrene 
"Holpot" 

TABLE 2. 

PURPOSE OF SAMPLES 

Total hardness, alkaline hardness, pH. electrical 
conductivity, organic matter)8ulphate etc. 

Aggressiveness. 

Dissolved oxygen, at sites 3,8,9, 10, II, 12. 

Duplicate sample for conductivity measurements 
possible contamination of main sample . 

(checks 

Flame photometry (lost, as access to instrument could 
not be gained quickly enough). 

SAMPLE OETAILS 

'" ~ 
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I Byfre Feehan Stream 25/7/72 23 18 5 5 +9 1. 34 - - 60 7.3 v> 
~ 

'" 2 Pwll By fre 28/7/72 22 15 7 5 +16 4. 16 7.40 - 60 7. I 
" ~ 

3 Smi th I s Armo ury 29/7/72 73 66 7 5 +2 2.04 2. 40 93 15 I 7.9 >-
u 
~ m 

4 Main Stream, below Maypol e Inlet 2/8/72 69 62 7 5 +3 2 . 00 3 . 50 - 140 7.6 ...I ~ 
...I 
0 

5 Ma i n St ream, above Confluence 2/8/72 77 69 8 8 -I 1.60 2.80 - 162 7. 6 U 

6 Main Stream, bel ow Confluence 2/8/72 93 76 17 13 -3 1. 34 2 . 30 - 200 7.7 ~ 

~ 

7 Cwmdwr Stream, above Confluence 2/8/72 160 122 38 30 -2 0. 14 0 . 20 - 447 8.0 ...I 
m 

'" 8 Cwmd'wr St r eam , above Choke 28/7/72 169 126 43 - - I I 0.06 - 96 508 7.7 >-

9 Cwmdwr St ream. below Choke 28/7/72 167 125 42 30+ -5 0.06 0.00 98 524 8 .0 

10 Ffynnon Ddu 25/7/72 108 95 13 13 +4 0.46 ' - 96 246 7 . 9 
28/7/72 112 97 15 13 +1 0 . 46 0. 40 94 254 8.0 
5/8/7 1 76 63 13 13 +2 1. 40 - - 169 7.6 

OTHER SITES 

II Heron Rising 26/7/72 97 89 8 10 +17 0.10 - 70 208 7. 8 
2/8/7 1 95 88 7 8 +16 0 . 05 - 66 203 7.5 

12 Fish Tank Rising 26/7/72 131 120 II 10 +6 0.06 - 74 277 7.9 
2/8/7 1 126 115 II 8 -I 0.00 - 71 250 7.8 

-- - -



Under the cond itions of the experiment 
Oxygen demand .. (Titre " blank" - titre "sample") x 2 

(in mg oxygen per litre ). 
Attention has been drawn to the doubt of what is being measured by permanganate oxidation 

tests (Holden, 1970). It was considered by Wi lson (1959) that the permanganate value (o xygen demand ) 
of a moorland water arose mainly from the humic acid rontent of that water. In the absence of an easily
app lied method for direct estimation of organic matter the present authors use the 4 ·hour 27° C and l -hour 
100°C permanganate values (oxygen demands) as convenient but arbitrary ways of expressing the relat ive 
amounts of easily-oxidised organic matter in the cave waters of the Penwyllt area. The former values are 
quoted to allow comparison with earlier work. 

RESULTS 
The experimental results are presented In Table 3, and it may be useful to re-state the meaning of 

cenaln terms. Hardness values and aggressiveness values are quoted in ppm CaCO) (i.e. in mg Caco J per 
litre I. The term "total hardness" implies the total of calcium hardness and magnesium hardness hotal 
ea 2 + and Mg1 + Ion concentrations) calculated as ppm CaCO) equivalent. "Alkaline hardness" IS a measure 
of the hydrogen carbonate ion concentration (HCO)) expressed in terms of ppm CaCO) equivalent. The 
difference (total hard ness - alkaline hardness) is known as "non-alkaline hardness" and is a rough-and
ready measure of soluble calcium and magnesium compounds other than the hydrogen carbonates, 
expressed in term s of ppm CaCO) equivalent: in the Penwyllt area these are mainly sul phates . A positive 
value for aggressiveness indicates a water with limestone-attacking power and a negative value indicates a 
water tending to depoSit calcium carbonate if in contact with li mestone. 

Oxygen demand (permanganate value) is given as mg oxygen absorbed per litre. Dissolved oxygen 
values are quoted as percentage saturation at t he temperature o f the water concerned at collection. 

The total hardness values obtained by titration were used together with the measurements of 
electrical conductivity at 25°C to establish the total hardness/electrical conductivity correlation used in 
the condu ctivity study of the cave (O'Reilly and Bray, 1974). The temperature used for the conduct ivi ty 
measurements (2SoC) may seem unorthodox in caving terms but it is the temperature regarded as standard 
for such measurements. Eventually it is hoped to link the results obtained from cave waters with published 
data for Ionic mobilitIes: these are available for the 2SoC temperature. 

Some results for 1971 are included as they are used in the d iscussion . 

DI SCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A set of analytical data for an individual water is of little val ue in isolation. It is only when 

comparisons can be made between results from different waters that tentative conclUSions can be advanced : 
t his requires the availability for reference purposes of many sets of data for waters from d ifferent sites and 
for waters from a given site under different conditions. 

One of the authors (lGBl has put forward as a basis for discussion an approach to the chemical 
processes of cave enlargement (Bray 1972). This established a direct relationship between the aggressiveness 
of surface waters and the oxidizable organiC matter content of those waters. It suggested that additional 
limestone-attacking power could be generated within a cave by oxidation of the water-bo rne organic 
matter (mai nly "humic acids") to give simpler substances which might themselves be capable of li mestone 
attack. The implication of the suggested route for limestone attack was that of the various factors i.e. 
(i) carboniC acid attack by the "traditional route", 
(ii) attack by free sulphJric acid contained in peaty water, 
(iii) attack via OXidation of organic matter, 
that Involving organic matter might well be the controlling factor for the Ogof Ftynnon Odu system . 

Such a suggestion needed support from evidence obtained from within the cave system. In outline, 
If the organic matter route for limestone attack were of major importance, it would be expected that a 
moorland water with relatively low hardness but high organiC matter content when it sank into a cave 
would gain hardness but lose organic matter on Its way through the streamway of the cave. It is interesting 
to compare the predictions of thiS hypothesis with the experimental reSUlts obtained . 

THE OGOF FFYNNON DOU SYSTEM 
The results from the Ogof Ffynnon Odu system cover the flow of most of the water from the 

Byfre Fechan stream to the IlOrth of the cave, into the Pwll Byfre sink, out into the cave at Smi th 's 
Armoury, through the Main Stream passage via The Confluence to the resurgence at Ffynnon Od u. 

It is interesting to IlOte that the water leaving the Old Red Sandstone slopes of Fan Glhyrich as 
the Byfre Fechan stream is less aggressive and has a lower organic matter content than the water actually 
entenng the Pwll Byfre sink.. The Byfre Feehan stream flows between areas of peat bog but seems to take 
little water from the peat bogs and it is only within a few hundred metres of the PwI1 Byfre Sink that the 
organic matter Content and aggressiveness of the water rise. It seems that most of the organiC matter 
entering the cave at the Pwll Byfre sink drains in to the Byfre Fechan stream near the abandoned mineral 
tramway bridge. Chemical tests suggest that, under flood conditions, the drainage pattern of the area 
changes as there is a great change in the electrolyte balance of the water entering the sink (Bray 1972), 

The relatively high aggressiveness of the water at Pwll Byfre (+16 ppm ) cannot be ascribed to the 
presence of free sulphuric acid as the near, neutrality of the water (pH 7.1) and the low sul phate content 
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(5 ppm S041' ) rule out this possibility. It must be ascribed to the organic matter carried by the water, 
presumably as "hu mic acids". 

Once the water has entered the Pwll Byfre sink it is not seen again until it emerges into the cave at 
Smith's Armoury. By this time significant changes have taken place: the hardness has increased from 
22 ppm to 73 ppm and the level of the organic matter has dropped from 7.40 to 2.40 mg oxygen absorbed 
per litre (using the l ·hour 100°C test). In outline this pattern is repeated all along the streamway to the 
resurgence, a steady increase in hardness being accompanied by a steady drop in organic matter. This 
observation is consistent with the hypothesis that additional aggressiveness is generated within the streamway 
by oxidation of organic matter and that this "latent aggressiveness" is spent almost immed iately by limestone 
attack with consequent increase of hardness. 

Tht! conductiv ity study showed that The Confluence area of the cave was hydrological1 y one of 
the most Important areas of the cave (O' Reilly and Bray , 1974). Chemically, the differences between the 
water in the Cwmdwr stream and that In the Main Stream are very great . The Cwmdwr stream water is the 
hardest flowing water so far encountered in caves in the Swansea Valley, with a high sulphate content (over 
30 ppm) suggesting contact with a rock containing more than the usual proponion of calcium sulphate, if 
not with gypsum itself. There is the possibility that this high sulphate content might be caused by pollution 
from the Twyn DisQWylfa quarry but, for this to be the case, there would need to be massive and regularly 
repeated spillage of a material such as sulphuric acid; this is to be investigated further. The level of organic 
matter in the water is very low indeed (l ·hour 100°C oxygen demand less than 0.2 mg per litre) . It would 
appear that this water must be diffuse origin percolation water. 

It is an interesting feature of the Cwmdwr stream that the hardness of the water decreases as it 
proceeds downstream. The very high hardness value of the water above the Smithy Boulder Choke ( 169 
ppm) IS accompanied by a substantial negative aggressiveness (- II ppm). At The Confluence the Cwmdwr 
stream water hardness has dropped to 160 ppm and it has less tendency to deposit calcium carbonate 
(aggressiveness - 2 ppm). 

The situation at The Confluence may be represented as shown in Figure 2, where total hardness 
values are given. Using the values shown the relat ive flow of water in the two streams meeting can be 
calcu lated : 

Flow In Cwmdwr stream 
• 

Flow In Main Stream above Confluence 4.19 
•. e. the contribution of the Cwmdwr stream to the total flow of water leaving The Confluence IS about 
one·fifth ( 19.3%). 

It had been hoped to use the results from the Cwmdwr stream to investigate possible changes 
taking place when water carrying organic matter flowed through a boulder choke. As the organiC matter 
content of the water in the Cwmdwr stream was so low this part of the study fa iled . 

QUANTITATIVE EXAMINAT ION OF RESULTS 
It has been shown above that the pattern of increasing hardness accompanied by decreasing 

organic matter content for water flowing from sink to resurgence is qualitat ively that to be expected from 
the "organic maner" route for li mestone attack. It is interesting to examine the results in greater detail . 
For this purpose the alkali ne hardness value is used ; it approximates to the calcium and magnesium 
hydrogen carbonate levels in the water (into which materials it is reasonable to consider that organic matter 
might eventuall y be converted by oxidation and limestone attack within the streamway) and the value is 
free from sulphate content complications. In the instance to be quoted the I·hour 100°C oxygen demand 
values are used. It is convenient to consider various sections of the streamway as separate water·courses and 
the sectIon Irom Pwll Byfre to Smith's Armoury IS considered in detail . For this section the <llklll ine 
hardness of the water increases from 15 ppm to 66 ppm while the oxygen demand decreases from 7.40 to 
2.40 mg oxygen per litre, Le. the changes are an increase of 51 ppm in alkaline hardness for a loss of 5.0 
mg per litre," oxygen demand . This may be expressed in the form of an equation : 

f:J. alkOJllOe hardness (increase) 

f:J. oxygen demand (decrease) 
• 

66 · 15 

7.4 · 2.4 
• 

51 

5.00 
- 10.2 

It IS possi ble to consider severa l other sections of the streamway for which compatible oxygen 
demand values are available. In the sections Ineluding the Ffynnon Ddu resurgence as one site there is the 
problem that the ~alues for alkaline hardness and for oxygen demand are affected by the very hard bot 
organically very "clean" water entering the Main Stream from the Cwmdwr stream at The Confluence. 
Fortunately the approximate relat ive flow of water in the two streams is known and a "corrected" value 
for the alkaline hardness (i.e. that value which would be found but for the contribution from the Cwmdwr 
stream) can be obtained. In a similar manner it is possible to obtain "corrected" values for the oxyoen 
demand. The "corrected" alkaline hardness is 91 ppm CaCO) equ iva lent and the "corrected" l ·hour 
100°C oxygen demand value is 0.45 mg oxygen per litre. 

It is possible to relate the changes in alkal ine hardness to a different arbItrary measure of organic 
matter content, the 4·hr 27°C oxygen demand. In this case the "corrected" oxygen demand for the 
FfYnnon Ddu resurgence is 0.54 mg oxygen per litre. 

Table 4 su mmarises the results for various sections of streamway as separate watercourses and for 
the streamway as a whole. Uncorrected values are appropriate for the section "Main Stream Below 
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Confluence to Ffynnon Odu" as the analytical results for the water leaving The Confluence include the 
effects of the water from the Cwmdwr stream. 

Examination of the ratios obtained using the l·hour 1000e values shows the ratios to be nearly 
constant with a mean of 10.6. Apart from one ratio (that for the section "Smith's Armoury to Ffynnon 
Ddu") the rattOs show only a small scatter about the mean. Statistical examination shows that, for a 99':1{, 
confidence in the ratio, it should lie between 9.0 and 12.3. With so few results statistical analysis must be 
used with caution, but the experiment is regarded as satisfactory especially when the experimental difficulties 
are considered. 

The 4-hour 21°e oxygen demand estimation oxidises the organic matter less than the I·hour l000e 
test and the oxygen demand values for the lower temperatures would be expected to be lower in general, with 
the ratios obtainod being higher than those calculated from the l·hour 100°C values. This is found; the 
mean under the less forcing conditions being 20.6. The scatter about the mean is greater and the 99% 
confidence limits are relatively wide, from 16.6 to 24.6. This is to be expected; as the 4·hour 21°e oxygen 
demand values are small differences between them must be small and the effects of errors greater. 

These results show that, using two methods of assessing organic matter content of cave waters, the 
ratio change in alkaline hardness .... h .. IS a constant. If the organic matter oXIdation hypotheSIS IS 

c ange In organiC matter content 
accepted this is an important result. It shows that the oxidation of a given amount of organic matter 
produces the same amount of limestone·attacking power and increase in alkaline hardness, wherever in the 
streamway it IS oxidised. In turn, this suggests that the same basic processes of organic matter oxidation and 
limestone attack operate all along the streamway: if oxidation proceeded in distinct stages in separate 
sections of the streamway it is unlikely that the ratios would be so constant. That any "latent" aggressive
ness generated by the oxidation of organic matter in the streamway is used up in limestone attack almost 
Immediately is shown by the non-aggressiveness of the waters in the streamway. Clearly, these results are 
Important and further work is planned to investigate the changes in greater detail. 

The near·constancy of these ratios does NOT show that the SPEED of oonversion of organic matter 
Into limestone attacking material is the same throughout the streamway, either in terms of time or in terms 
of distance travelled along the sueamway. There would seem to be very real difficulties in making est imations 
of this sort other than under drought conditions but, if the experimental problems could be overcome, it is 
possible that a very great advance could be made in the prediction of the nature of the watercourses in 
"unknown" sections of streamway. 

It must be admitted that, from this work, no additional information has been gained on how the 
processes might operate. The considerable changes taking place between the Pwll SyfTe sink and the first 
appearance of the water at Smith's Armoury, the short period of time inyolved and the relatively low 
temperature suggest the intervention of some form of biological agency. It has proved quite impossible to 
reproduce in the laboratory the hardness increases taking place in the cave. Attempts were made to trickle 
water from PwH Syfre down a column containing limestone through which carbon dioxide-free oxygen was 
passed. In no case was the increase in hardness found to exceed the "initia'" aggressiveness of the water, 
I.e. no "latent" aggressiveness was generated under these conditions. 

Under low water conditions the Ogof Ffynnon Ddu system is remarkably efficient in removing 
easily OXIdlSed organic matter from the water flowing through the streamway ~e.g . 95% of the I-hour 10lte 
oxygen demand yalue of the water entering the Pwll Byfre sink is lost by the t ime the water has reached the 
Ffynnon Ddu resurgence). If the small amount of easily oXldised organic matter left in the water at Ffynnon 
Ddu were to be oxidised and converted into additional alkaline hardness, the hypothetical maximum alkaline 
hardness would be 

91 + (0.46 x 20.6) • 106 ppm using the 4-hour 21°C value 
and 91 + 10AO x 10.6) • 101 ppm using the l·hour 100°C 
oxygen demand value, suggesting a mean of 103 ppm CaCO) equivalent. Under partial flood conditions 
(Slant) the alkaline hardness of the water leaYing the Ffynnon Ddu resurgence was 63 ppm and the 4·hour 
21°C oxygen demand was 1.40 mg oxygen per litre, If the organiC matter were to be converted into a 
hardness Increase the maximum hardness would be 

63 + (1.40 x 20.6) .. 92 ppm 
a value in fair, if not good, agreement with the Yalue found for drought condit ions, It will be interesting to 
see whether there is any sort of conStancy to this hypothetical maximum hardness under changing weather 
conditions, 

THE CRA IG-V-NOS RESURGENCES 
The following discussion is largely conjectural and must be recognised as such: it is given as an 

example of the arguments possible when experimental values from given sites are considered in conjunction 
with hypothetical ideas developed from work at other sites. 

The two risings are witnin the grounds of Craig-y·Nos Castle (the Adelina Patti Hospital) . One of 
them, to the west of the River Tawe, feeds what was once a large outdoor fish·tank and became known as 
"Fish Tank Rising". The other, to the east of the River Tawe, is almost on the axis of the eastward 
continuation of the Swansea Valley Disturbance. It rises beneath Craig-y-Ahiwarth and has been dammed 
to provide a large artificial lake; it is known as "Heron Rising". 

These resurgences attracted attention as providing waters containing only about 70% to 80% of the 
appropriate saturation con,;entration of dissolved oxygen. By contrast the waters from the Dan-yr·Ogof 
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resurgence and from the Ogof Ffynnon Ddu resurgence contained almost the saturation concentration of 
dissolved oxygen. The two minor resurgences provide waters oontaining ver.y linle easily OXldised organic 
matter. This suggests that such organic matter as might once have been present in the waters has been 
oxidised at the expense of the oxygen d issolved in the waters flowing in fully-flooded fissures , with conse
quent lowering of the d issolved oxygen contents of the waten. 

The total h&l'dne55 of the two waters was somewhat different with that from Fish Tank Rising 
being slightly harder (131 ppm oompared to 97 ppm ) and the sulphate contents of the waters were the same 
at 10 ppm 504

2
-, However, the important difference is that, whereas Fish Tank Rising provides water of 

limited aggressiveness (-1 ppm, 197 1; +6 ppm , 1972) that from Heron Rising is marked ly aggressive (+16 
ppm, 1971 ; +17 ppm , 1972). Q)njectural application of the organic matter oxidation hypothesis suggests 
an explanation for th is difference. It suggests that water reaching Fish Tank Risi ng percolates through 
limestone during at least the final stage of its travel so that any "latent" aggressiveness generated during the 
underground oxidation of organiC matter within the water has been lost by reaction with the limestone, so 
that the water emerges substantially non-aggressive. The water reaChing Heron Risi ng must have percolated 
through limestone fo r part of its journey, during which it ga ins hardness and loses organic matter. Then, at 
a stage when some organiC matter remains, the water encounters a rock against wh ich the substances causing 
limestone aggressiveness have little effect. The oxidation process continues and the water leaves Heron 
Rising markedly aggressive. 

Heron Rising is situated almost on the axis of the anticli ne of the eastward continuation of the 
Swansea Valley Disturbance and study of t he geological map shows Lower Limestone Shales to be exposed 
at the core of the anticline (Cantrill, 1898) and this has been confirmed more recently (Taylor, 1973 private 
communication). 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The principal results of this study show that: 

111 there is a steady loss of easily oxidisable organic matter from Main Stream water as it flows along 
the streamway from sink to resurgence, 

Ilil there is a steady gain In hardneS50f the water in the Main Stream as it flows along the streamway 
from sink to resurgence, 

(III) the Increase in alkaline hardness obtai ned for the loss of a given amount of oxidisa ble organiC matter 
is almost constant for separate sections of the streamway and for the streamway as a whol e, 

Ilv) the basic processes of oxidation of water·borne organiC matter &eam to be the same throughout 
the streamway. 
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CAVES OF THE STRYDPOORT MOUNTAI NS, 
NORTHEASTERN TRANSVAA L, SOUTH AFR ICA. 

by Margaret E. Marker 

In the Transvaal the Proterozoic !younger Precambrian) Dolomite Series IS Important as a karst 
formation . In this paper the general distr ibution of caves in the Strydpoort Mountains which stradd le the 
northern part of the arcuate dolom ite outcrop is considered and three of the larger cave systems are d iscussed 
In detail. 

The Dolomite Series 01 the Transvaal System consists of four conformable stages: the Transition 
Shales, the Main Dolomite, the Banded Ironstone and the Upper Do lomite (Table n. The kamic Main 
Dolomite consists of well·bedded , grey·blue magnesian limestone 

Tab le 1: The Geologica l Succession of the Transvaal System 

Pretoria Series 

Dolomite Series 

Black Reef Series 

Upper Dolomite 
Banded Ironstone 
Main Dolomite 
TranSition Shales 

~ 400m 
250 m 

2000m 
40m 

with intercalated bands of chert. Ferruginous shales with interbedded asbestos compose the overlying 
reSistant Banded Ironstone. The emplacement of the Bushveld Igneous complex to the south of the 
Strydpoort Mountains caused til t ing, folding and faulting with the instrusion of igneous dykes. The east to 
west folds are arranged en echelon , are overfolded to the north and are associated with a series of anticlinoria 
and synclinoria. 

The rugged Strydpoort Mounta ins consist of high altitude plateaux cut across dolomite and 
preserved In part by their position between resistant outcrops of quartzite to the north and ironstone to the 
south (fig. 1). Deep water gaps incised by allogenic rivers rising on tht! Pietersburg Plain to the north 
compartmentalise the outcrop. Between these major drainage lines, lesser deeply incised valleys dra in 
southwards towards the Olifants River (fig. 1). 

Fifteen ca ves of varying size have been recorded in this area (Table 2). Some are only short vadose 
tunnels at the sites of former springs: others are extensive cave systems such as Wolkberg or Beatrice I. 
Valley·side entrances are usual, shaft entrances being confined to regions of minimal dissection. In this 
respect the caves fit Partridge's (1968) karst model for cave format ion in dolomite under conditions of 
cyclic water·table lowering. He suggested that caves develop by solution close to the water table surface, 
along lines of structural weakness . During this phreat ic phase the cave is enlarged by solution and upward 
piping but also becomes partially choked with residual earths. With rejuvenation the cave enters a vadose 
lone and a second cave beg ins to form near the new water table level. A vertical opening into the first cave 
resUlts from the combined effects of surface lowering and upward piping and talus material enters from the 
hillside later to be cemented into breccia. Collapse may enlarge the first cave or cause a cavity above it. 
Ultimately the breccia fill is exposed on the surface; t he second cave enters the vadose zone in turn and a 
third cave begins to form at the new water table level. Although clearly oversimpli fied, thiS model has been 
applied successfully to complex cave systems on the mature hlghveld surface and in more dissected terrain at 
Makapan. In many respects it is al so applicable to the caves of t he Strydpoort Mountains since, in essentials, 
It proposes that caves can exist simultaneously at different levels and at different stages of development. 
and also that caves are phreatic in origin, are mod ified by vadose act ion and finally become dry . 

Almost every ca ve In the Strydpoort Mountains shows signs of a phreatic origin. In some cases 
modificat ion by vadose flow is apparent, in others the present cave level rests o n top of collapse debris 
which conceals the fo rmer phreatic level. Most caves are dry and partially choked with cave earth, collapse 
debris and calci um carbonate depOSits. The entrances are usually adit·type since in mountainous terrain 
cave entrances occur in valley sides as slope incision is faster than surface lowering. 

Solution in the dolom itic limestones of the Transvaal has been concentrated vertically through 
major fissures or has acted more or less hori zontally along bedd ing planes and joints. Such horizontal 
levels appear to be related to former piezometric surfaces. Bretz (1942) has shown that horizontal cave 
levels may be the underground equivalents of surface erosion levels si nce phreatic and paraphreatic solution 
is closely associated with ground water movements near t he p iezometric surface. This has been demonstrated 
for various parts o f EUrope (Sweeting 1950; Stelcl 1964; BOgli 1966) and for the Transvaal (Marker and 
Moon 1969). Nevertheless this view has not received universal acceptance and local anomalies with in a 
limited region often appear to refute the concept (Waltham 1970; Moon 1972). In the northeastern 
Transvaal. however, there is statistical evidence that four distinct groups of cave levels exist and it seems 
likely that their alt itudinal groupings were controlled by water table levels related to specific surface 
planation levels (f ig. 2). The following detailed discussion considers one cave representative of Groups I and 
II , Wolkberg, and two caves in Group 111. Beatrice I and Hoogenoeg. 
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Tabla 2: Caves of Strydpoort Mountains 

Name Type Entrance Height Size Levels 
1m) 1m) 

1 Ashmole Dales CIBP H 1402 3 1400 
2. Beatrice I Phl C H ' 160 5 1130,1115, "1 0 
3. Beatrice r I V H 1189 2 t 189 
4. Cork V H 701 3 701 
5. Helen Ph V 1349 3 1346 
6. Hoogenoeg Ph/V H 1158 4 1158 
7 1$lend Blue Ph H 1295 , 
8 Mimosa BP IC V 1555 3 1545 
9 Mimosa Dam C V 1494 , 
10 N,I F V 1646 4 1570 
11 Paswene BPIC H 1097 5 1082,1067 
12 James Smit Shah V 1463 4 1439 
13 Tubex V H 1006 1 
14. Van Eeden FN H 1646 3 1640 
15. Wolkberg PhlC V 1486 6 1463,1367,1326 

C "collapse; BP" Bedding plane; Ph " Phreatic; V '" Vadose; F '" Fault ; H " Horizontal entrance; 
V " Vertical entrance 

Size IS on a nominal scale from 1 = very small to 6 '" very large. 

Of these three sizeable caves, 8eatrice I and Hoogenoeg are located near the southern margin of the 
Strydpooft Mountain dolomite outcrop whereas Wolkberg is situated near the midpoint of the widest part 
of the outcrop. Beatrice I and Hoogenoeg have adit·type entrances reached from south·dra ining incised 
valleys and are low altitude caves at 1130 m and 1158 m respectively. 8y contrast the shaft entrance of 
Wolkberg lies on a dissected plateau remnant at 1484 m and in its extensive cave system, levels at 1463 m 
(Group 1) 1367 and 1326 m (Group II) can be distinguished. Wolkberg is believed to have had a much 
longer history than either of the other caves. It is highly decorated and is probably the second largest cave 
system m the Transvaal. Purchased by the Transvaal Prov ncial Authority for future development, it is 
believed by many to be more beautiful than the better known Cango Caves. 

Wolkberg Cave 
Wolkberg is over 860 m in overall length and has a maximum depth of 155 m. It is situated beneath 

the dissected remnants of the African surface in the headwaters of the Molopatsi drainage basin. The 
entrance on the eastern side of a small summit at 1484 m is a 26m shaft, opening from a sinkhole 30 min 
diameter. Some 366 m west and 23 m lower is a similar shaft opening into the adjacent James Smit cave. 
Although as yet there is no proven connection between these caves, it seems unlikely that one small hill 
should contain two independent cave systems; further exploration may therefore extend Wolkberg to 
mclude the James Smith system. 

The main portion of the Wolkberg System consists of two large caverns and a passage extending 
600 m southeast to a water sump; in the opposite direction a series of pitches leads down to a lake 110 m 
below the surface. The cave is therefore linear in plan (fig. 3). Each section will be described in turn. The 
First Chamber, 107 m in length and 60 m in width is approached from the foot of the shaft over loose 
collapse debris and talus that has entered from above. The slope continues for 30 m below the shaft lill a 
level platform is reached; the lower slope and the platform consist of firmly cemented b reakdown coated in 
calcite supporting large speleothems. Some of these stalagmite pillars are 12 m in height and 3 m in diameter. 
The whole chamber is white, the floor, ceiling and walls being entirely covered in secondary flowstone 
growth which is now inactive. The floor is covered in 50 mm of white powder; many formations have 
fallen and some show cracks and recementing as though there had been some settling of the breakdown 
cone since their first formation. However, as guano is known to have been worked in the 19305 (S.A.S.A. 
1969) the damage may be recent. Towards the walls the floor again slopes steeply down. Along the north 
wall remains of cave pools preserve alternate layers of mud fill and calcite that may represent seasonal 
flooding with the formation of calcite rafts. These have buried pillars to a depth of 1.5 m. Cemented into 
the topmost calcite layer are duiker bones tentatively ascribed to the Stone Age. This suggests that the 
active phase ended with the entry of the bones since they lie on the surface. Most of the large calcite 
formations exhibit evidence of re·solution and many are covered with aragonite of the subaqueous and 
crystalline varieties. 

The Second Chamber, d iscovered only in 1965, 11' approached by the Squeeze, a twisting pitch 
with an overall descent of 28 m; there is a enoice of routes and neither are decorated . Unlike the First 
Chamber, in the vast Second Chamber, 137 m in length by 24 to 43 m in width with a ceiling 18 m to 22 m 
in heIght, large speleothems of all types stand in contrast to the dark rock walls. The uneven floor is coated 
in calcite which conceals collapse debris, except near the margins of the cavern where earth floors can be 
seen. The humidity is high: speleothems are active and perched pools with calcite rafts can be found under 
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The Wedding Cake formation 
in Wolkberg Cave, 

Strydpoort Mountains, 
Transvaal. 
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boulders. Along the southern wall there is evidence of alternate earth fill and calcite layers similar to those 
described from the First Chamber but these have been active in the recent past. Again many of the 
formations show signs of re-solution. The southeastern end of the Second Chamber, beyond a cemented 
collapse cone, is even more irregular and there is evidence of recent roof fall where chert bands are intercalated 
with dolomite. Collapse becomes more frequent beyond the flowstone curtain that marks the limit of the 
Second Chamber and the entrance to the Long Passage, a linear tunnel cave with few speleothems. Some 
152 m from the end it has developed as a double phreatic tube with perched calcite floors overlying breccia. 
The passage terminates under the sloping ceiling in a mud·floored sump. 0.6 m in depth. In this passage 
there are three large, probably interconnected, pools of water at a depth of 155 m below the surface. 

The decoration in the Second Chamber, that is in the lower parts of the cave system, exhibits some 
Interesting features. Manv of the pillars are massive, pointing to a long period of formation after the initial 
collapse. Contemporaneous with their formation flowstone cemented the collapse, Ae-solution interrupted 
this long period of calcium carbonate deposition and many of the larger formations are now covered by a 
secondary growth of fine crystals which may be aragonite. Close to the southern wall are small grottos with 
intricate crystal and helictite formations growing on top of earlier deposits. In one massive pillar crystal 
growth has taken place upwards and outwards in a fan form so that each layer grows out from the main 
pillar akin to the scales of a palm trunk. This pi liar appears to be essentially similar to those in the Gouffre 
de Padirac, France. There growth is attributed to capillary movement of fine water droplets under humid 
conditions (Gele 1965). In this chamber there is also evidence of speleothem decay. Ceiling drip associated 
with bat guano has eroded splash cups in many places. The calcite has turned to white mud and moon milk, 
probably of bacterial origin (Pic:knett 1969). has been reported (S.A.S.A. 1969). This occurs despite the 
limited patches of guano. The dry white powder so common on the floor of the First Chamber is likely to 
be Similar dessicated, rotted calcite, 

The part of the cave system that lies west of the entrance is in marked contrast to the rest of the 
cave. A first short passage leading from the foot of the entrance shaft is blocked by flowstone; this may 
represent a former connection with James Smit cave, On the north wall beyond this passage, a series of 
pitches lead down through collapse·filled fissures and undecorated mud·coated passages to a lake 113 m 
below the ground surface. Tha lake occupies the western end of a large chamber some 45 m long by 12 m 
wide having a maximum height of 15 m. Only a few straw stalactites and mud stalagmites are found on the 
lakeside mud banks. A window in the west wall leads into a second chamber also containing deep water and 
access beyond this is via narrow lofty fissures into two small grottos 9 m above the lake. It is likely that the 
cave continues further both above lake level, as indicated by the strong draught and also through submerged 
passages but this section has not yet been explored (S.A.S.A. 1969). 

The cave survey in January 1969 revealed a difference in water level of 42.7 m with the lake lying 
113 m below the shaft entrance, and the sump, approximately 850 m distant, 155.5 m below the surface. 
When the cave plan is related to surface topography, the sump is seen to lie closer to the main Molopatsi 
valley at a height of 1326 m whereas the lake underlies a dry tributary system some 122 m higher. Thus 
the difference in level may reflect a local gradient. Water analyses from both show that they are not 
identical. Perched calcite ledges Indicate that lake levels were at some time 90 m higher than at present; 
these high lake level phases may possibly have been contemporaneous with re·solution in the First Chamber. 
However, even in the past ten yearsthe lake level has fallen at least 4.3 m 8S a result of drought conditions 
With no recharge periods. 

To summarise, the Walk berg system has two distinct parts, the main cave system and the lake section 
approach which may represent a recent underground piracy such as described by Warwick (1960). The main 
cave system is dominated by horizontal levels believed to have formed during period of stillstand and these 
transgress the regional dip of 20° to 50

0
S. There is little evidence that this cave was ever affected bv vadose 

flow despite its linear plan, for the level plateaux which are features of both chambers are believed to 
represent mud·infilted lake floors sealed by calcite. Vadose flow would have dissected such deposits. 

Beatrice I cave was first surveyed in April 1973 although it has been known for some time. It covers 
an area approximately 150 m by 120 m and has a maximum length of 300 m (fig 4), It is therefore fairly 
extensive for a dolomite cave. Like Wolkberg it contains permanent water and in this respect it is a typical 
of Transvaal caves which usually lie well above the regional water table as a result of recent dissection. 

In plan the system shows distinct structural control, passages being aligned almost east to west and 
north to south. One major alignment followed by passage E·F is, however, on a vertical bedding plane, thus 
it is not correct to speak of ioi nt control in such contorted strata. In section, phreatic levels at ± t 135 m and 
between 1125 and 1130 m can be distinguished. The present irregular floor results from extensive collapse. 
In the entrance passage between A and E phreatic anastomoses and keyhole passages are visible at the lowest 
floor level, whereas the centre of the passage is oa:upied by a rubble mound derived from collapse of the 
shaly Banded Ironstone roof, This, the first section of the cave, has developed by phreatic solution, in 
anticlinal dolomite beneath an insoluble Banded Ironstone arch. Extensive large-dimension collapse has 
created the main chamber beyond F. From the phreatic passage floor at F the maximum height of this 
chamber is now of the order of 30 to 35 m. It is postulated that this chamber is located at the intersection 
of tWO or more structural weakness lines which facilitated the solution of a large cavity now buried beneath 
collapse ma.terial. The high percentage of chert in the cottapse material may indicate its lesser cohesion 
which permitted collapse on a large scale. Surveying was complicated by the size of the blocks. 
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On the fa r side of the collapse cone, descent into other phreatic passages is possible. Le Cordeur 
and Justi n's lakes occupy extensions of these passages and the cave system may continue for some distance 
beneath present water level. 

The four water bodies in the cave are apparently only poorly connected since their free water 
surfaces lie at di fferent altitudes (Table 3). It is possible that the smaller water bodies may be perched, like 
the pools in Wolkberg Second Chamber, but the larger ones are more likely to represent a regIonal water 
gradient. When this is plotted, it is seen to slope in the direction of the major Olitana River to the south. 
Such differences in water level have been established for Wolkberg where the gradient is in the direction of 
maximum incision and for Sterkfontein, 50 km west of Johannesburg, where the gradient is In the direction 
of the Blaubank spri ng (Wilkinson 1973) . It seems likely that the piezometric surface in the Transvaal 
dolomite usually ha' a considerable gradient. 

Table 3: Altitudes of water levels in Beatrice I, April 1973 

Gerrard's Hat 
Collapse Fissure 
Justin's Lake 
Le Cordeur lake 

11 36.4 m 
1132.0 m 
1126.0 m 
11 22.0 m 

Speleothem deposits are limited. The roof in the phreatic passage between E and F IS decorated. 
One stalagmite mound now suspended from the roof has Banded Ironstone fragments embedded in its base 
Indicating that it developed resting on a former collapse floor, which thus predated the flowstone phase. 
There is also some evidence here of two phases of calcium carbonate depositIon Interrupted by a period of 
re·solution, indicative of a former high water level. In this respect the sequence of deposition IS similar to 
that of the Second Chamber at Wolkberg but simpler. 

The second series of flow stone deposits are located on the shores of Le Cordeur lake. Rimstone 
pool and fluted flowstone coat one wall and active stalactites and stalagmites of up to 20 cm diameter occur 
at the far end of the chamber. The relative scarcity of calcium caroonate deposits is, however, a characteristic 
of most low level caves in the northeastern Transvaal. 

Hoogenoeg Cave 
Hoogenoeg at 11 58 m is a horizontal passage cave near the head of Baboon Kloof some 20 km east 

of Beatrice l. It is located beneath a spur between two valleys; the summit is capped by a massive dolomite 
clift but a few hundred metres to the north this is replaced by a col. The arched cave entrance is approached 
from a talus slope on the western side and lies in the massive dolomite, part of a synclinal outcrop 400 m 
south of the Banded Ironstone contact Ifig. 5). The dip of the bed. ranges from 35° to 12° through the 
em 

The cave is linear and consists of horizontal passages widening out in places to form caverns. 
Although In part structurally controlled, most of the fissures transect the passages at an angle and the plan 
of the cave indicates a fluvial origin. The cave terminates 146 m from the entrance in a series of boulder 
collapse cones. This collapse has been directed by fissure weaknesses and at J has filled a former cavern. 
When the cave plan is related to the external topography it is apparent that the southern passage walls must 
be overlain by only a thin layer of dolomite. Hill talus material has entered on th is side to form iii 30° talus 
slope. The blocked extremities of the cave appear to underlie the col which may therefore have been 
created by cave collapse. Massive beds of dolomite are here replaced by thin shaly dolomite interbedded 
with chArt, highly susceptible to collapse. 

Numerous rock pendants and anastomosing passages indicate a phreatic origin. perhaps beneath the 
Post African surface at 1220 m. The horizontal passages which transgress the steep area dip support this 
argument. The initial period of cave formation would thus antedate the deep valley incision and 
concomitant reduction of the spur. 

Scalloping along the walls and the development of foibes near the junction of passages are evidence 
of the later vadose phase which may have been associated with a spring emerging at the present entrance 
aher valley incision had begun . At the present, damp mud and water·cut channels in the floor fill show that 
on occasions water still flows through the cave to sink at D. In July 1969 surface water emerged only 3 km 
downstream and 61 m lower than the cave floor. 

Large speleothems are common: near the entrance badly damaged stalactites are aligned along an 
east to west fissure; flowstone screens of large proportions occur where other fissures concentrated 
percolating water. Calcite floors were formed contemporaneously with these speleothems and are overlain 
by more recent waterfall travertines. In some cases the earlier calcite sheets are undermined and broken 
by recent water scour. Only at the far end of the cave above the debris cone are active straw stalactites 
and helictites found. 

For the most part passage floors are composed of stonele.s red earth, in some cases underlain and 
in others overlain by flowstone thus suggesting two periods of earth deposition. In places recent cave roof 
spalling has littered boulders along the passage but large scale collapse is confined to the far end of the cave. 
Hoogenoeg is thus a small cave which has suffered truncation and collapse as a result of vigorous Ouaternary 
incision. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Most caves of the Strydpoort Mountain dolomite outcrop are phreatic in origin and their levels 

can be associated with specific peilometric surfaces in turn related to periods of stillstand. Local anomalies 
occur but over the whole area it is true to say that cave syste ms can be correlated with erosion surfaces or 
periods of stillstand. Vadose modification of phreatic systems is uncommon except in the case of certain 
low altitude linear caves such as Hoogenoeg. Collapse is frequent and appears to have resulted from changes 
in the hydrological balance occasioned by rejuvanation. 

The older caves contain many beautiful formations but the younger low·altitude caves have few. 
The rate of speleothem formation is now slow. It seems likely that this is related to the general d iminution 
in the efficacy of karst solution in the Recent Period. Sequences of speleothem formation interrupted by 
periods of ra·solution anociated with high underground water levels are preserved in the caves. These Ire 
believed to record Quaternary climatic fluctuations from dry to wet and therefore it can be deduced that 
the major period of karst solution that formed the caves in which the sequen~s are preserved , must be 
pre-Ouaternary. Since the Pl iocene Period in South Africa is conceded to have been dry, the major karst 
period is probably Miocene in age. Thus the caves of the Strydpoort Mountains are very old and now 
inactive. 
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ABSTRACT 

QUANTITY AND RATE QF liMESTONE SOLUTION 
ON THE EASTERN MENDIP HILLS, SOMERSET. 

by D.P. Drew 

Dati on Caco) conc::enlrllilons lind on dischllrge were collected for 1I three Yllllr period for Ihe SInkIng strNms and 
resurgences of a small araa of karst on the eastern Mendips. Somerset . The informallon WlS used to compult solullon rales 
WIthin Ihe &rea. 

Aetas 01 erOSIon for 1966 were fOUnd 10 be 49.9, 100.9. and 84.1 m 2 / year / km1 In the Ihree catchmenll 
studied when computed U$.n9 the Groom and Williams formula. The U$e of dillerent formula! vII!lded different reSUlts IS 

did variet ion In the tIme intervals on which Ihe mean dala used In the computations was based. 

Many attempts have been mad e to calculate the amount and rate of removal of limestone from 
karstic areas. The methods used and quality of the data available have varied widely. 

During a three year period (1964· 1967) an intensive study was made of the hydrological and 
sol ution characteristics of three small karst basins on the north flank of the Beacon Hill pericline, eastern 
Mendip (Drew, 1967, 1968), and sufficient data concerning discharge and dissolved limestone contents were 
available to permit basin erosion rates to be computed. 

Details of the three drainage basins (St. Dunstan's Well, Ashwick Lower and Ashwick Higher) are 
given In Table 1. 

Table 1 
Area .. Base flow Discharge Max. Discharge 1966 

BaSin Km= limestone in million litres/week in million litreslweek 

St. Dunstan's Well 5.78 46 36-45 264 
Ashwick lower 2.64 53 21-27 111 
Ashwick Higher 2.58 46 21-27 

The risings are fed, in part, by a series of small streams which sink at the junction of the Lower 
limestone Shales and the Black Rock limestone, though the majority of the outflow at the risings is of 
percolation origin . The three catchments are physiographically similtr, consisting largely of a limestone 
plateau part wooded, part grassland, with a cover of freely drained Brown Earth, 76-120 cm thick. on the 
limestones and Surface Water Gleys and poorly drained acid Brown Earth, 45-76 cm deep, on the Old Red 
Sandstone core of Beacon Hill. Preci pitation in the year for which the limestone erosion figures were 
compiled, amounted to 1420 mm in the St. Dunstan 's catchment and 1350 mm in the Ashwick catchments. 
Mean annual temperature in the area is approximately lODe. For location and geological maps of the area 
see Drew (1968). 

Definition of the individual catchment areas was carried out by an intensive programme of water 
tracing and reasonably sharp subterranean divides were established, though these did not coincide with 
surface watersheds (Drew 19681. 

Of the methods commonly used to evaluate the rate of corrosion of limestones, the formula proposed 
by Groom and Williams (1965) appears to be best suited to the data available on eastern Mendip; the 
equation is: 

x • M 11) 
DAlaI> 

where 

X • rate of limestone solution in mJ /year/Km! 

M • mass of limestone (Of calcium carbonate) removed in one year in grams 
M - mean calcium carbonate (or limestonel content of the water x total 
annual basin discharge) 

o • density of the limestone 

A • catchment are in Km' 

This formula enables the total quantity of limestone removed (M) to be calculated whil st also 
taking into account the density of the particular limestone (the thickness of strata removed will depend in 
part on its density. and the size of the catchment. 

More commonly used is the formula developed by Corbel (1959): 

x • 

where: 

4 ETn 
100 

X • value of limestone removal in m3 /year/Km1 

E • water surplus in decimetres 

12) 

T • mean calcium carbonate concentration in the waters in mg!1 itre 

• proportion of limestone in the basin as a fraction of the total area of the 
n basin. 
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The density of the limestone is assumed to be 2.5 kg/m3. There are several disadvantages inherent in the use 
of this formula: 
Ii) The value of (E). normally obtained by subtracting water loss Iby evapotranspi ration) from precipitation . 

will not necessarily correspond to the amount of discharge. 
(ii) No account is taken of variations in densities between limestones. 
(iii) The assumption that all the limestone dissolved in t he waters originates from the limestone-surfaced 

area of the basisn. i.e. (1) is not always correct. , 
Williams 11963. 1964. 1965. 1968) modified Corbel's formula slightly to calculate erosion rates in 

Co. Clare and Galway. Eire. When discharge records were not available for a cat chment he suggested that the 
following formula should be applied: 

x • 
where: 

Ern 
100 

D - density of the limestone (kg/ml) 

(3) 

T .. mean calcium carbonate (or limestone) content of the water in mg/li tre. 

For areas where discharge records were available he substituted the equation: 

x • aT, 
(4 ) 

where: 
X - rate of limestone solution in ml/year/Kml 

o .. annual discharge in litre5 

T .. mean total hardness of the water in mg/litre 

1 __ a , proportion of the total basin area occupied by limestones 

D - density of the limestones (Kg/ml) 

A .. area of basin in Kml 

The same criticisms apply to these formulae as to that of Cc.rbel except that account is taken of 
the variation in density of the limestones and in (4) discharge fi gures are used instead of esti mated run-off. 

In view of the disadvantages mentioned above of the Corbel formula. that of Groom and Wi lliams 
was preferred. The use of the (1) component (fraction of the basin co mposed of limestone) was not 
considered to be relevant in then present study as all the si nki ng streams of the area have an apPfeciable 
concentration of calcium carbonate present (5(). 110 ppm ) before t hey cross the sandstone-limestone shale 
boundary. This may be derived from calcareous matter in the sandstone or from the liming o f fields fo r 
agricultural purposes. Thus, to obtain a true estimate of limestone solution from the li mestone outcrop 
itself, the quantity of solution accomplished by the surface streams must be subtracted from total li mestone 
removal over the basins. measured at the resurgences. 

Discharge and calcium carbonate records for tha sinking strea ms at the sandstone/sha le boundary . 
of a comparable accuracy to those available for the risings, were not available; therefore no atte mpt was 
made to differentiate between the two forms of solution. and rates of solution given are for calcium 
carbonate over the whole area of the catchments. 

As accurate. continuous discharge records were available for the three catch ments, and the mean 
specific gravitY of the limestones established 12.61. the on ly major variable outstanding was t he mean 
calcium carbonate content of the water (T), In the evaluation of total calcium carbonate loss from any 
area during a specific period it is assumed that the aCC\Jracy of the result will be greater as the time period 
is divided into smaller and smaller segments with respect to mean calcium carbonate and discharge values. 
Corbel appears to have based much of h is work on the results of analysis of only a few water samples (for 
calcium carbonate) per year. Williams (1964) calculatea mean hardness on the basis of the jo int mean value 
of summer and winter average concentrations, sampling at irregular intervals throughout th e yea r. Groom 
and Williams (1965) recognised th ree main flow levels in the Mellte Basin. South Wales. For the year 
during which detailed sampling was undertaken, flow was high for 38 days, normal for 175 days and low for 
153 days. Mean calcium carbonate values were established for each of these flow states and t he quantit ies 
of limestone removed during each period totalled to give the year's limestone loss. 

For the year 1966 for which the solution rate estimate was made for eastern Mendip. seven day 
periods were the shortest practicable unit for which viable mean calci um carbonate fi gures were ava ilable 
at the riSings. At least two and up to six analyses of calcium carbonate content were available from each 
(ISing for every week of 1966. and thus acceptable mean weekly values could be calculated. Aa:urate 
weekly discharge figures for the risings were also available, so weekly loss from each rising could be 
computed and summated to give annual loss in each case, thus permitti ng substitution in the Groom and 
Williams formula to find the rate of erosion. 

Total quantities of calcium carbonate removed from the three catchments during 1966 (- the sum 
of mean weekly CaC03 values x weekly discharge) were found to be: 

St. Dunstan's Well 778.522 kg 
As.hwlck Lower 719.100 kg 
Ashwick Higher 586,600 kg 
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Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the quantity of limestone removed from each catchment in relation to 
discharge (monthly intervals are used for greater clarity) during 1966. A close correlation between discharge 
and the total quantity of erosion is apparent. The diagrams serve the emphasise the fact that calciu m 
carbonate concentration increases with decreasing discharge, i.e. proportionally more erosion is carried out 
under low flow conditions but, overall, less absolute erosion occurs than under high flow condit ions. 
Discharge is not necessarily the only parameter affecting the total quantity of limestone erosion - for 
example, the temperature curve for 1966 is similar in form, tho ugh inverted, to that of d ischarge, and this 
may affect solution rate. However, differentiation between the eff ects of other parameters and d ischarge 
on solution rate, is not possible. 

On the basis of these figures for total calcium carbonate losses, the rates of erosion over the whole 
catchment areas during 1966 was: 

St. Dunstan's Well 49.9 ml lyear/ Kml 
Ashwick Lower 100.9 ml lyear/ Km1 

Ashwick Higher 84.1 ml /year/Km1 

These values are considerably higher than that established for the Mellte Basin by Groom and Williams 
115.77 ml lyear /Km1

) , but In their work mean calcium carbonate content was only 65 ppm com pa red wit h 
203 ppm, 320 ppm and 278 ppm for the three risings on eastern Mendip . 

Values derived for eastern Mendip using the Corbel formula are as follows: 
St. Dunstan's Well 64.0 mJ/year/Km1 

Ashwick Lower 102.4 m3 /year / Km 1 

Ashwick Higher 88.1 ml / year/ Km1 

The comparatively high degree of agreement between the sets of figures obtained using the two 
formulae is largely fortuitous as in the Corbel equation the effects of underestimation of discharge (in the 
Ashwick catchments evapotranspiration subtracted from precipitation does not equal discharge) and 
overestimation of mean calcium carbonate content (T), using the mean annual figure , largely cancel one 
another out. 

No values for rates of solution in other areas are available for comparison with eastern Mendip using 
the Groom and Williams formula (Mellte Basin apart), but estimates of solution rates in karst areas using 
Corbel's formula or other methods have been made for many other regions. Table 2 summarises the find ings 
of some such workers. Janda (1971) provided a useful summary of work carried out on solution rates on 
non·calcareous rocks. 

Table 2: Workers, Rates of Erosion and Areas 

Worker(s) 

Sweeting, 1964, 1965, 1966 

Williams, 1964 
Corbel, 1959 
Pigott, 1965 
Piny, 1968 
Versey, 1959 
Corbel, 1959 
BlOggeli, 1961 
Smith, 1969 
Gams, 1965a 
Gams, 1965b 
Pulina, 1966 
Aubert, 1967 
Smith et ai, 1968 
Corbel et ai, 1965 

Area(s) 

N,W. YorkshirA 

N,W. Yorkshire 

Co. Clare and Galway 
Sligo, Mendips 
Derbyshire 
Derbyshire 
Jamaica 
Alaska 
Southern Alps 
Canadian Arctic 
Siovenian karst 
Postojna, Yugoslavia 
Western Caucasus 
Swiss and French Jura 
Pollnagollum Cave, Co. Clare 
Punkva , Jedovnicky, Moravia 

Other rates for Arctic environments are given by Hellden (1973). 

Erosion Rates m) lyear/Km~ 

40 
(surface solution) 

43 
(underground) 
51-57 

40 
50- 100 
75-83 

72 
770 

250-300 
2 

20-100 
80 

75-145 
lCO 

3000 
6.2-7.8 

The values for Pollnagollum and Moravia are dearly anomalous. The former values are computed 
for limestone loss from the actively eroding floor of the cave and do not represent mean loss from a limestone 
basin. The low values computed by Corbel et al (1965) were based on discharge records in the case of the 
Jedovnicky Basin and indirectly computed water surplus in the Punkva Basin. In both basins water samples 
for calcium carbonate analysis were taken 2·3 times monthly and the extent of neither catchment was 
accurately deti ned, 

It is doubtful whether valid comparisons of solution rates may be made between areas at present 
as the accuracy of the data used in each calculation varies so widely. To demonstrate the difference in 
results obtained using data of varying degrees of accuracy, total quantity of limestone removed from the 
east Mendip catchments was calcu lated using increasingly general ized mean calcium carbonate values. 
The results are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Total Calcium Carbonate loss iannual) for East Mendip catchments u sing various mean Calcium 
Carbonate Values and Runoff Estimates 

Catchment 

St. Dunstan's Well 
Ashwick lower 
Ashwick Higher 

Annual loss in kilograms 

A B C 
Weekly mean Monthly mean Annual mean 
Ca+ Ca, Ca+ 

discharge discharge discharge 

778,522 812,500 966,800 
719,100 719,000 781,900 
586,600 602,000 675,800 

0 
Annual Ca + 
Water Surplus 

968,300 
674,400 
573,500 

Limited calculations involving short tnterval sampling i30 minutes to one hour) over periods of up 
to one week, suggest that even the losses given in Table 3A afe a considerable overestimation. Thus the 
differences in total limestone 105$ values (and therefore solution rates) is considerable; increasing the time 
Intervals for mean values causes increasing overestimation of solution rate in this case. 

If the mean annual calcium carbonate concentra t ions are used in conjunction with the water 
surplus data available for the area (precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration) the limestone loss 
figures resulting are shown in Table 3D. 

The value obtained for St. Dunstan's Well is similar to that in Table 3C as water surplus appears 
to be equal to discharge in this catchment. However, the figure is well in excess of that obtained using 
discharge data and weekly mean calcium carbonate content. The figures for the two Ashwick risings are 
lower than in Table 3C as calculated effective preCipitation is less than metered discharge. The Ashwick 
values in Tables 3A and 3D are comparable but this is solely due to the discharge underestimation in 
Table 3~. 

Thus there is a significant d ifference In the values calculated for a particular area as the time 
tnterval on which mean calcium and discharge measurements are based is altered. The author considers that 
weekly intervals are not fully adequate as the effect of flash floods may be blurred in this time. One to two 
day intervals are necessary to provide an accurate estimation of solution rate using this technique. This 
problem is most acute when, as in the case of the East Mendip springs, both d ischarge and solute 
concentrations show large standard deviations from the means (i.e. the spring regime is flashy ). Springs 
with constant flow rates and solute concentrations would only require a longer sampling interval to yield 
results of comparable accuracy. 

Several other major problems must be overcome in order to provide a valid estimate of solution 
rate. 
H) Discharge measurements must be accurate and continuous. Indirect calculation of run·off is not an 

adequat e substitute in most areas. 
iii) The catchment area must be accurately delimited - this will involve the use of highly refined and 

sensitive water tracing techniques . 
(iii) If the catchment area is not entirely composed of limestone, account must be taken of limestone in 

solution not removed from the limestone outcrop. 
iiv) Accurate assessment of the quantity of calcium and magnesium carbonate concentration in the water 

is difficult. E.D.T.A. titrations are normally only accurate to within 2·3 ppm and the presence of 
various trace elements in the water can fals ify the results obtained from titrations (rerjesen et ai, 
1961 ; Picknett, 1964); therefore the values obtained could be inaccurate by T to 5 per cent 
irrespective of the length of time interval adopted for the evaluation of mean hardne:ss values. It may 
be t hat measurements of specific conductivity to measure all d issolved matter is more relevant in 
this work than titration for specific carbonates. 

lvI If a rate of solution is to be established for an area, and especially if the value is used to compute total 
erosion over a long period of time, mean solution retes should be obtained for a lengthy period of time 
(say 5 to 20 years). and account must be taken of likely changes in any of the parameters over time. 
The values established for eastern Mendip are relevant only to 1966. 

All the sources of error mentioned above could operate to produce a cumulative error in anyone case. An 
alternative technique for calculating rates of limestone solution has been developed by Hanna i 1966) 
involving the direct measuremeht of limestone toss. A micro·erosion meter is used to measure the rate of 
lowering of blocks of limestone at specific points within a catchment. This method has several advantages 
over the more conventional techniques. 

Limestone Solution under Flood Cond itio ns 
Comparatively little previous work has been undertaken on the relative quantities of limestone 

removed under normal and flood flow conditions though Douglas (1964) summarised so me findings. 
During several storms on eastern Mendip detailed calcium carbonate analyses were made to calculate total 
limestone solution due to the individual flood pulses. 

Figure 4 shows a storm hydrograph at St. Dunstan's Well and the volume of water emitted during 
the storm over a four day period . Calcium carbonate loss was calculated for 12 hour intervals during these 
four days, 2 to 8 samples of water being analysed every 12 hours and the mean values adopted. Figure 4 
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also shows mean calcium carbonate content of the water and d ischarge for each of the eight intervals. 
Amount of limestone removed during each successive 12 hour period was: 

1. 565 kg 5. 599 kg 
2. 761 kg 6. 560 kg 
3. 663 kg 7. 514 kg 
4 . 626 kg 8. 470 kg 

- a total wei!j1t of 4758 kg removed during the storm. This compares with a value of 421 1 kg removed 
dur ing the following 4 days when discharge and calcium carbonate concentration had returned to their 
normal base flow levels. Th us, normal flow solution was 88.5 per cent of storm solution over 4 day periods. 
Other normal /s torm solution relationships computed for St. Dunstan's Well were 96 per cent, 81 per cent 
and 81 .2 per cent indicating that slightly more solution in absolute terms is accomplished under flood 
conditions, though concentration falls . 

Figure 5 shows d ischarge, calcium carbonate values and total limestone removed plotted graphically 
for the storm analysed above. The positive correlation between discharge and total limestone solution, 
and the negat ive correlation between calcium carbonate concentration and total limestone solution, are 
both apparent. 

The comparatively small increase in erosional 105$ during the storm conditions does not agree with 
the findings of Douglas (1964) for the Green River, Kentucky, or those of Wolman and Miller (1960) who 
suggest that the removal of material is far greater under high d ischarge conditions. Two explanations are 
oHered for this d iscrepancy: 
(I) The sharp negative response of calcium carbonate concentrations to increased discharge may be a 

local phenomenon . 
(iii The rates of limestone loss computed are solel y for solutionalload and take no account of the 

suspended bed loads of the streams. During flood conditions the risings on eastern Mendip beoome 
markedly turbid indicating a very large increase in non-solutiona! load, which may significantly 
increase gross erosional loss during storm conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The maximum removal of limestone from the area (as against calcium carbonate concentration in 

the water) is coi nci dent with maximum precipitation and therefore maximum discharge. Corbel (1959) 
suggested that the aggressiveness of water towards limestone increases with decreasing temperatures, but 
some confusion appears to have arisen between calcium carbonate concentration in the water and the total 
amount of li mesto ne removed - an increase in one does not necessarily correspond to an increase in the 
other. Groom and Williams (1965) showed that in the Mellte Basin, calcium carbonate concentrations are 
higher during the summer months than during the winter and concluded that aggressivity was therefore at a 
maximum during the summer (maximum temperature) thus refuting Corbel's hypothesis. However, the 
summer is also the period of minimum discharge, and until discharge and calcium carbonate concentrations 
are related, the total amount of limestone removed during anyone period is not apparent. On eastern 
Mendip calcium carbonate values are at a maximum during the summer months, but the greater amount of 
erosion is carried out during the winter. There is no indication thai temperature is responsible for this 
cha nge; d ischa rge would appear to be all important, although it is not possible to state this with any 
certainty as a comparison would need to be made of removal rates at si milar discharges in summer and 
winter. 

The relationship between temperature. solution rates and discharge can only accurately be gauged 
by comparison of results of observations and analyses from areas of contrasting climate. 

Revised M.S. Received 20lh December, 1973. D.P. Drew, 
Geography DePt., 
Trinity College, 
Dublin. 
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Trans. Brit ish Cave Research Assoc. Vol. 1. No.2. pp. 101·124. April 1974 

THE CAVES OF THE BEINN AN OUBHAICH AREA, 
ISLE OF SKYE 
by Peter F. Ryder 

The following article is the result of several visits to the Isle of Skye by members of the Moldywarps 
Speleological Group, made with the intent of mak ing a thorough examination of the outcrop of the 
Cambrian Durness Limestone in the Beinn an Dubhaich area. where several small caves (Smith, 1968; 
Webb 1967; Whitehead 1965) were known to exist. Following (In initi(ll visit in September 1968. 
expeditions to the area were made in April and September 1971, and May and August 1973, resulting in 
several new caves being discovered and surveyed, and all known caves surveyed or resurveyed . 

Following their reading of Ryder's article (1971) in 'Descent' magazine. describing part of the 1971 
M.S.G. work, members of the University College of London Speleological SocietY visited the area in July 
1972 and turned th eir attention to the north fla nk of Beinn an Dubhaich, an area not previously visited by 
M.S.G. part ies. finding a variety of new caves including Uamh an Ard Achadh, the longest cave so far 
discovered on the Isle of Skye (Fig. 1). Members of the Grampian Speleological Group visited the area three 
times during 1973, finding more ner.v caves on the north side of Beinn an DUbhaich. 

So far each group concerned has published the results of its labours, in varying degrees of detail, 
Individually, with some inevitable confusion over cave names etc. This article attempts to draw together all 
known work so far and describe, in outline. the known systems. 

I am ve ry grateful to Alan Jeffreys of G.S.G. and John Sanders of U.C.LS.S. for their willing 
co·operation and supply of material along with permission to use their surveys. 

The Area - a brief summary of geology and topography. 
For a detailed account of the complex geology of the Beinn an Dubhaich area, the reader is referred 

to the Geological Survey maps, sheet 71 (Glenelg) and to t he excellent map by C.E. Tilley (1951). The basic 
pattern of the area is that of a curving outcrop of the Durness Limestone of Cambrian age, running from 
the head of Loch Siapin eastwards and then northwards towards Broadford. Beinn an Dubhaich (reaching 
a height of just over 775 ft.) rises almost from the shore of Loch Siapin, and is a Tertiary granite intrusion 
(i ts actual fo rm still somewhat problematical) splitting the limestone outcrop, which encircles it, formino 
the lower part of both north and south sides of the hill. The majority of the caves in the area are associated 
with small streams which gather on the granite area, and sink on flowing onto the limestone. 

North east of Beinn an Dubhaich the limestone forms a curving ridge, swinging north to flank the 
western side of Loch Lonachan, and then rising to Ben Suardal (927 ft.). In this area, however, no impervious 
strata overlie or lie adjacent to, and at higher levels than, the limestone. Consequently, no streams flow onto 
the limestone, and there are few caves, although other karstic phenomena (e.g. limestone pavements ) are 
well developed. 

The limestone of the Beinn an Dubhaich area has been intruded by a profusion of igneous dykes, 
which obviously influence the development of many of the caves. The relationships between cave passage 
development and igneous bodies provide a field open to study which is apparently virtually untouched. 

The caves of the area fall naturally into two main groups, the first being those on the south side of 
the hill, where the limestone forms the lower part of the north side of the Alit nan Leac valley, the south 
side of the valley being mostly formed by overlying Jurassic strata . Several streams flowing off Beinn an 
Dubhaich sink at t he granite/li mestone contact, and resurge at valley floor level, 30·H)() ft. below. 

The second group of caves are situated in Coille Gaireallach, on the north side of the hill, a 
geologically complicated area of patches and bands of limestone (supporting oak woodland) intermingled 
with granite (expressing itself in ill ·drained areas of heathland, with few trees). These different vegetation 
types do serve to make the gran ite/limestone distinction very obvious, whilst in summer the deep bracken 
and profuse herbage of the woodland areas serve to make the cave entrances almost impossible to find. 
Several sm all streams sink and resurge up to half a dozen times in their courses down this hillside. 

To the west of this major group of caves a larger stream of sufficient proportions to merit depiction 
on the O.S. , inch: 1 mile map (sheets 25, 33, 34) flows off the granite and sinks at Uamh an Ard Achadh, 
with the rising almost a third of a mile away (a cons iderable distance by Skye standards). 

Tothe east of the main Coille Gaireallach group are a number of scattered smaller caves, in an area 
as yet not fully invest igated. 

The Alit nan Leac Valley 
In describing the caves of the Alit nan Leac valley. the systems nearest the coast are described first, 

working eastwards up the valley. 
If one follows the coastal track. running south from Torrin to Suisnish, limestone is first encountered 

passing above the sea cliffs on the south side of the sheltered bay of Camas Malag. The track winds inland 
round a small valley, containing a stream, the Alit na Garbhlain, flowing down off Beinn an Dubhaich, to the 
east. Immed iately below the track this stream drops into an obvious open pothole - the upper entrance to 
Camas Ma lag Cave. 
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(A) Camas Malag Cave (Fig. 2) 
In reality there are two separate caves here, but they are so close together that they can be treated 

as one. The stream sinking in the obvious sinkhole below the track flows through the Upper Cave, and 
resurges over an igneous dyke, which has obviously controlled the base level to which this part of the cave 
could develop. The stream flows over the dyke on the surface, and immediately drops underground again 
into the Middle Cave, which has several entrances dropping into the streamway, before the resurgence in 
the sea cliff. One of these entrances has unfortunately been the repository of masses of domestic rubbish, 
and this obnoxious tip effectively chokes the cave at this point, providing a division between Middle and 
Lower Caves. 

The Upper Cave is the most interesting part of the system, having a total (surveyed) length of 
c.400 ft. The stream can be followed through from the sink to the rising, the passage at first being a hands
and-kness crawl, developing, after a flat-out section through a pool, into an attractive 8 feet high streamway. 
This lowers again just before the rising is reached, and the caver has a choice of two exits, a dry squeeze up 
over a boulder, or a crawl out through the stream. There are two side passages of note in this part of the 
cave, besides a few small ox·bows (see survey). The longer of these side passages is situated immediately 
Inside the upper (sink) entrance, and runs straight ahead where the streamway bends 1. This is a low 
bedding, and forks into two, the right fork becoming too low, and the left branch continuing for perhaps 
40 ft. before becoming too low and choked. The second side passage enters the streamway at a very acute 
bend about 90 ft. from the lower entrance, and this is a tight ascending rift - a thin man could probably 
proceed further than the 15 ft. or so shown on the survey. This could well be an inlet from the area of low 
and choked bedding planes seen in the first side passage. 

The stream, after flowing on the surface for about 30 ft. from the lower entrance of the Upper 
Cave, suddenly falls 20 ft. into an open pothole. Nearby a small hole drops into a passage entering this 
pothole about 10 ft. down, and a second hole drops straight into the streamway. The most practical 
entrance to this section of the system is a few yards nearer the sea, in a large shakehole. The Middle Cave 
is basically one large passage, divided in places into upper and lower levels, connecting with all these 
entrances and the base of the open pot. The lower level of the passage, containing the stream, terminates 
downsteam in the rubbish tip, which chokes an open pothole in the same shakehole as the main entrance 
to this section. 

Assorted rubbish from this tip is scattered throughout the Lower Cave, which would otherwise be 
a very pleasant walking·sized stream passage, entered from the rising .. bout one third of the way down the 
sea cliffe - and reached by an easy scramble. The roomy passage ends upstream in the rubbish-choked open 
pothole - an exit could be made here, but it would be rather hazardous and unpleasant. Halfway along the 
length of this section a small passage enters from the north, in the roof - this was not explored. Total length 
of the Middle and Lower Caves is c.220 ft., making the length of the system as a whole c.620 ft. 

Recent dumping of domestic rubbish has also taken place in the sinkhole entrance of the Upper 
Cave - this is most unfortunate. 

Following the coastal track southwards from Camas Malag Cave, after about one quarter of a mile 
one comes to a bridge over a much larger stream, the Alit nan Leac itself, here flowing along the southern 
edge of the limestone outcrop. Above the track are a series of impressive cascades and waterfalls in a gorge, 
the north side of which, and parts of the south, are formed by Durness Limestone (most of the south wall 
of the ravine is of the overlying Jurassic strata). Below the track a further series of cascades falls steeply 
Into the sea. 

Scrambling up the gorge trom the track, one passes several small holes, mostly where parts of the 
stream pass underground for a few yeards, and rise again. However, perhaps 100 yards up from the track, 
there is a tributary on the north, which rises about 50 ft. up the hillside from the stream. The ris ing itself 
IS a small pool, but just above thiS there IS a small but obvious entrance to -
(B) Uamh Sgeinne (Cave of Knives) (Fig. 3) 

The entrance to this cave, directly above the pool of the rising, is a tube perhaps 2 ft. in diameter, 
sloping quite steeply upwards (against the dip of the limestone, which is here steeply southwards), turning 
right and then left into a chamber developed on a bedding, about 4 ft. high and sloping up to a "letter·OOx" 
at its top end . In the floor of the chamber is a narrow rift dropping into a lower passage, emitting a strong 
draught and a sound of a stream. 

The "letter-box" about 3 ft. Wide and 1 ft. high, drops into a low passage, running back down·dip 
under the floor of the chamber above - with which it communicates by the narrow rift seen in the chamber 
floor. This passage drops to a 'T'·junctlon, with a low bedding on the left, and on the right a small opening 
into a large sloping bedding, With the stream flowing along the lower edge. 

Entering the bedding, the stream is seen to drop into a sump pool on the left, which the bedding at 
the 'T'·junction also curves round to join. This pool can only be a few feet from the small pool where the 
stream rises, just in front of the cave entrance. 

Upstream, the Streamway continues over a very jagged floor, with the lower left hand wall 
apparently of igneous rock . After 30 ft. or so, the streamway turns right, and for a few feet is about 6 ft. 
high. Straight ahead at this point is a low bedding, opening into a small chamber, with ways on too tight or 
choked. 

The stream itself rises from a tiny hole under one wall, but the main "streamway" continues, 
doubl ing back on itself, apparently followII"19 a higher level of the same slanting bedding. On the left are 
some good formations, stnera! columns about 2 feet high joining floor and roof. After crawling through 
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this passage for some distance, with one or two quite low sections, the stream is again met, flowing down a 
jagged trench from the top (left) edge of the bedding, and into small fissures at the bottom. 

The top of the bedding here again seems to be a thin band of igneous rock, forming the lip of the 
3 ft. waterfall down which the stream enters. The stream inlet itself was too low to pass, but in August 
1973 some digging and hammering here allowed access to some 60 ft. of further passage, a narrow crawl into 
a small !>quare chamber, and then a tight section to a second chamber and junction, to t he left a slope up 
into a dry chamber, to the right a choke, and straight ahead a choke where the stream enters. 

Just beyond the stream inlet, the floor of the main passage steps up 3 ft. and the passage then 
narrows and ascend more steeply as a narrow chute. This rises into a chamber, developed in igneous rock, 
and rather loose and shattered, about 4 ft. high. Beyond is a short crawl through loose boulders to the 
upper t'lllr.mce. opened out in 1973. 

The upper entrance is located on the surface in a shallow shakehole, about 120 ft. due east of, and 
35-40 ft. above the lower entrance. Both entrances appear to be associated with dykes, which can be traced 
on the surface, and appear to control the directions of the cave passages. A surface survey of these dykes 
was made, but it did not tie in with the cave survey - this could well be due to the magnetic nature of the 
dyke rock affecting the compass. 

Throughout the cave the limestone is studded with very sharp siliceous projections, which have a 
very destructive effect on caving gear, and on cavers themselves, hence the name "The Cave of Knives". 
The cave was surveyed to CRG Grade 5C, with the exception of the inlet opened up in 1973. Total length 
of passage is c.350 ft. (270 ft. surveyed) . 

Following the Alit nan Leac upstream. above the gorge, the valley widens, and develops a much 
more level floor, for the better part of a mile. Near the commencement of this section, a small tributary 
enters from the north, and can be followed across the marshy valley floor to its source, a rising from a pool 
at the foot of a wall of igneous rock. This is the resurgence of the stream seen in Beinn an Dubhaich Cave, 
the main entrance of which lies c. lOa ft. away further eastwards and c.35 ft. higher up the valley side. 
(C) Beinn an Dubhaich Cave (Fig.4) 

This system has two entrances, c.l00 ft. apart. the 'Main Entrance', an open pothole with a tree 
growin\l in it, and the more obvious Sink Entrance further east, where a reasonable sized stream, flowing off 
Beinn an Dubhaich passes underground, on flowing off the granite onto the Limestone. 

At this sink, the cave is entered by a !>queeze through a boulder ruckle, opening into the top of 
another inclined bedding, down which the stream cascades. Descend;ng this, the way on is to the right, into 
a small chamber, where the stream sinks in a choked bedding under one wall. On the right, a 1 ft. high 
crawl emerges after a few feet under the wall of a roomy chamber, about 15 ft. square and 6 ft. high, with 
on the right another inclined bedding running up to a choke under a surface shakehole, and similar to that 
seen below the sink entrance. Both these incfined bedding caves have granite floors - weathering to give 
rise to the red mud found in the cave - and limestone roofs. 

Entering this chamber, on the left are two small passages, and on the far (west) side of the 
chamber a th ird low passage. The right hand of the two passages on the left ends immediately in a choke. 
With a descent which until September 1971 ended in another boulder choke, through which the stream 
could be heard. 

This choke was easily deared and a way opened into a small chamber across which the stream 
flowed, from a choked bedding under the left wall and into a low descending bedding under the right hand 
wall. This was followed - in the wet conditions at the time of the first exploration, quite a sporting 
procedure - through a low section for a few feet, until the passage emerged in the rQof of quite an 
impressive chamber with wall s of steeply dipping limestone metamorphosed to marble along its contact with 
the granIte. At the foot of the easily descended 10 ft. waterfall dropping to the chamber floor, the stream 
disappears into an impenetrab ly low bedding under the south wall. On the right is a passage immediately 
spl itt ing into two. The right fork is a choked bedding running up very steeply and probably choked under 
the floor of the chamber above, and the left fork closes down to a very tight wet crawl which was not 
'pushed' - it may well be choked after 10 ft. or so. The rising for the cave is still c.l 50 ft. from this point 
and it had been hoped that passable cave might extend for much of this distance. However, the total length 
of this extension only approaches 50 ft . 

Returning to the chamber above. the low crawl on its west side continues, rapidly gaining height 
and daylight can be seen ahead from the Main Entrance. On the right a low opening drops into a muddy 
chamber and yet another of the bedding planes slanting up steeply northwards on a granite floor. 

The main passage, now 7 ft. high, leads up to the Main Entrance, formed possibly by the collapse 
of a section of cave roof (although it might have been a sinkhole at some remote time), a square shaft 
c. 10 ft. deep and easilv descended by scrambling down the branches of the tree which grows in it. The 
south wall of the shaft is formed by igneous rock, running in a band parallel with the valley side. 

On the west side of the open shaft the cave cont inues, down the far side of the boulder pile which 
occupies the base of the shaft, into an 8 ft. high passage again. After 30 ft. a deep trench in the floor 
suddenly develops, giving the passage a 'T'·shaped cross·section. The most convenient route to follow is 
along the wider section at roof level, since the trench, 12 ft . below, is very narrow. 

The traverse is easy for 50 ft . to a small chamber developed at roof level. The upper and lower 
routes diverge briefly here. The trench becomes extremely t ight and the wider upper section narrows to a 
rift, and descends two 6 ft . drops, the lower over a stalagm ite flow, to rejoin the lower route, which widens 
again. Th is passage, with deep mud on the floor, then swings left and enters the Terminal Chamber, with 
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2 h. of static water, the roof height dropping from 20 ft. where the two routes converge, to 8 ft . On t he 
left of the chamber a small triangle of airspace continues above wa ter level, t he water deepeni ng to 4 ft. on 
that side of the chamber. This airspace does not seem of usable size, and no fu rther exp loration was 
attempted. The ris ing pool is about 75 ft. away to the south of this point. 

The cave, and in panicular the relationship of its passages to the granite/limestone boundary, was 
described by Whitehead 0965) and also, in less detail, by Webb (1967). The for mer account incl udes a 
CRG Grade 2·3 survey, which does not tally in some respects with the M.S.G. survey, and also makes no 
mention of the apparent dyke which forms the south wall of the Main Entrance shaft, o r o f t he si milar 
parallel Igneous band from which the stream rises. 

Continuing along the north side of the Alit nan Leac valley, eastwards fro m Beinn an Oubhaich 
cave, after about 150 yards a small cave entrance (0) behind a bush is found. A descend ing 3 ft. high 
passage leads for 25 ft. to a squeeze over a mudbank Into a choked 10 tt. high aven, with no real prospect 
of further extension. This oddment of cave does not appear to be connected wit h any active or fossil sink, 
being some distance south of the granitellimestone boundary. 

100 yards or so funher eastward, and a little further up the hillside, is a q uite impressive o pen ritt 
c .15 h deep (E), choked at the bottom (a possible dig), again unconnected wit h any stream sink . Cont inu ing 
up the valley, at the same level, the next feature of interest is a row of four sha keholes running d iagonally 
down the valley side from north east to south west. The highest of these is a weI weather sin k, t he removal 
of a few boulders in the bottom of the sinkhole exposing an open hole, the entrance to what is apparent ly 
the cave explored by Northern Pennine Club members (Smith 1968). This was named -
(F) Uamh Craobh S heileach (Willowtree Cave) 

A descent of 6 ft. through the boulders in the shakehole opens mto a triangular chamber c. 10 ft . 
long, with at its end a tight squeeze onto another drop of c.12 ft. (easily climbed). At the foot of t his a 
narrow passage of walking height swings right and gently descends, to suddenly end in a blank wall wit h a 
tinY gravel c;:hoked bedding cave at its floor. Total length was c.70 ft. and depth c.30 ft. 

In the lowest of the line of shakes running down from Uamh Craobh Sheileach IS a small entrance, 
leading to a 20 ft. drop amidst boulder ruckle. A way on into a more solid chamber could be seen but was 
not forced, since the whole ruckle seemed on the verge o f collapse. 

A further quarter of a mile up the valley, and at about the same level as this cave, a small strea m 
Sinks Into an impressive open pot -
(G) Uamh Sluic (Pit Cave) 

At the surface this takes the form of a rift perhaps 70 ft. long and 15 ft . side runni ng no rth west 
to south east. The overhanging north east wall of the hole is formed by the granite, the opposite wall by 
limestone metamorphosed to marble. The west end of the rift is easily climbed d own to a depth of c. 20 ft. 
below which the pot takes the form of a vertical shaft c. 10 ft. in d iameter and 20 ft. deep (a ladder is 
required). The walls are of vertically bedded marble, and d rop straight to a boul der floor where the st ream 
Sinks, without any indication of horizontal development, at a total depth of c.40 ft. The rising is nearby. 

The last of the sinks on the north side of the vallev is about 200 yards beyond Uamh Sl uic, and is 
shown on the 1 :25000 map (NG51). A small stream drops into quite a large sink hole, and sink.s in a choked 
Inclined rift. The rising is about 60 ft. lower down, at the foot of the valleyside. Between sink and risi ng is 
a large depression. where pan of the underground st ream course has apparently collapsed. At th e "upstream" 
end of this is the entrance to-
(H) Claon Uamh (Slant Cave) (Fig. 3) 

The entrance to this was choked when found, but cleared with a few minutes digging. The low 
entrance Itself appears to be formed in an igneous dyke, and immediately inside the passage enters limestone 
and enlarges. To the right IS a descending fissure to a sump pool, to the left an inclined ri tt rising nort hwards 
to a horizontal crawl for a few feel, dropping Into a larger passage. On the left here the main cave stream 
enters via a 3 ft. waterfall from a low bedding plane and promptly sinks in the floor. In wet conditions a 
second, smaller, stream flows from the main passage beyond this and drops into a narrow rift on the right 
a few feet beyond the choked main stream sink. This rift can be forced by sideways squeezing, down two 
3 ft drops. to a Wider section where the water disappears into a sump pool. 

The main passage continues for 15ft. or so, about 4 ft. wide and 3 ft. high passing a high ri ft on 
nght, which forks, both branches becoming too narrow within a few feet, and then opens into the base of 
the finallndined rift choked 20 ft. up with unstable boulders and soil. The survey proves this to be the 
same rift as seen in the sink, and only a few feet of boulders and soil can separate the cave from the surface 
- a 'top entrance' could probably be easily opened, if there was any need for one. The total length o f th is 
Interesting little cave is about 130ft. - the igneous intrusions in the limestone appear to have played an 
important role in its development . 

Between the "downstream" end of the collapse depression in wh ich the entrance to the cave is 
situated, and the actual resurgence at valley floor level, is a short section of cave, Lower Slant Cave, 
involving a squeeze down between boulders at its 'top entrance' and a short wet crawl to the resurgence. 
This section is some 25 ft. long. 

Above Claon Uamh the Alit nan Leac valley narrows, and Durness Li mestone is e xposed on the 
south side of the main stream as well as on the north. Where the valley narrows, a prominent cli ff develops 
on the nonh, and on a ledge half way up this is the entrance to -
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(J) Uamh Ci nn Ghlinn (Valley Head Cave) (Fig. 5) 
The entrance to this was dug out by an M.S.G. party at Easter 1971. A small hole at the foot of 

the cliff beside the actual rising, drops into a small "chamber" mostly occu pied by 3 h. of water and a large 
boulder. A duck alongside the boulder leads into a low arched passage running parallel with the cliff 'up
valley', with about a foot of airspace above deep clear greenish water. This forks - the left branch has very 
little airspace, and the right branch is a crawl over some boulders, with chinks of daylight entering from the 
cliff face. The two branches rejoin, and a junction is reached. To the right the passage end immediate ly and 
straight ahead is a boulder choke after 15 ft. The left passage lowers to a narrow duck. but running water is 
audible ahead here and beyond the duck the passage suddenly opens into a chamber. 

The main wayan here is to the right through a 15 ft. wide chamber wit h scattered boulders and the 
stream flowing across a gravel floor. This chamber closes after 30 ft. to a canal. The height of this varies 
between 2 h. and 6 ft. with deepening water and ending after some near ducks in a final constricted su mp. 
60 h. from the chamber. 

Returning to the point at which the initial wet crawl opens up into the larger chamber, on the left 
a low passage up a sandy slope suddenly opens into an impressive chamber - Chantry Chamber - roughly 
circular in plan, 15 ft. high and 20 ft. in diameter, with some flowstone decorations on the walls. Nine feet 
up the wall a 4 ft. high passage enters - this ends after 20 ft. in a boulder choke. The main way out of the 
chamber is on the left and is an impressive section of passage 20 ft. high and 6 ft. wide, swinging right and 
rising quite steeply to come to a sudden and disappointing end in a blank wall and a small choked aven. 

Total length of Uamh Cinn Ghlinn proved to be about 270 feet. 
Continuing up the dry valley, the sink for Uamh Cinn Ghlinn is found after 300 yards, where a sma ll 

stream meandering from the shallow upper part of the Alit nan Leac valley sinks in a shallow sinkhole 
amongst some bushes. In 1971 a little abortive digging was carried out here by M.S.G. The U.C.L-S.S. 
party visiting the area in 1972 found a cave entrance 50 ft. down valley of the sink by the simple expedient 
of hearing running water and pulling away the peat cover, exposing the top of a 15 ft. shaft which can be 
climbed to -
(K) Uamh Ceann Mullach A'Chlinne (Upper Valley Head Cave) (Fig.5) 

The entrance shaft, apparently associated, as so often, with an igneous dyke, drops into a small 
stream passage here 4 ft. high and 2 ft. wide. Upstream the passage widens and lowers, to an easy crawl. 
ending in a narrow and unpleasant duck and 6 ft. climb up to a second entrance. dug out by U.C.L.5.S., in 
a not·at·all·obvious place in the side of the sink depression. 

Downstream from the main entrance shaft, the streamway continues for c.70 ft., generally being of 
narrow 'stooping' size, before suddenly closing down to a pool with an airspace of only 2 inches - this does 
draught, and could perhaps be forced. A few feet before this is a hole in the roof leading up into a high 
level passage. In an 'upstream' direction this continues for c.30 h. running directly over the stream passage 
below, which it communicates with via one or two small holes, too narrow to pass. In the opposite d irection 
the high level route leads through some low sections, over very sharp and jagged rock, finally ending after 
40 ft. in a section too narrow to pass and rather constricted as regards digging prospects, where the stream 
can be heard ahead again. The potential of this site is considerable - some length of streamway must 
remain to be explored before the upstream sump of Uamh Cinn Ghlinn is reached, and there remains 
something in the region of 40 ft. vertically to drop before the level of that sump is reached. 

Total length of Uamh Ceann Mullach A'Chlinne (surveyed by M.S.G. in 1973) is 220 ft., and depth 
from entrance to downstream sump 21 ft. 

The upper Alit nan Leac valley is shallow and flat floored and continues to follow the southern 
boundary of the limestone outcrop. The stream which sinks at Uamh Ceann Mullach A'Chlinne, which can 
be regarded as the uppermost part of the Alit nan Leac, rises from small marshy springs after a few hundred 
yards, but the valley continues. Another small stream is met, picking up from indeterminate sources and 
flowing westward along the valley for a short distance before turning northward and dropping away from the 
'high level' vaJley through a small limestone gorge On which there are some small sinks and risings but little 
prospect of caves more than a few feet long). The last cave which can be regarded as a member of the Alit 
nan Leac group (and this as more a matter of convenience than of geographical accuracy) is found about 
¥.r. mite from Uamh Ceann Mullach A'Chlinne, some 200 yardsto'the south of the centre of the valley, in an 
area of small shakes taking drainage from slightly higher ground to the south. The entrance can be located 
by a solitary tree which grows beside it. This cave is -
(L) Poll an Neach Di.chuimhnichte (Pit of the Forgotten One) 

In this case the length of name threatens to exceed that of cave. In the shakehole in which the 
solitary tree grows are two small entrances, the larger with some loose boulders which unite in a vertical 
fluted shaft dropping about 20 ft. into a smaJi chamber, with no horizontal development. A rope is useful 
for the descent. The naming of this smaJi pot demands some explanation - the entrance was located by 
Alan Riles of M.S.G. on a surface walk and he also noticed what he described as "gnashing" noises issuing 
from the hole. This prompted some degree of trepidation when the hole was returned to - the easiest 
approach is by walking from Kilchrist over the limestone ridge and Loch Lonachan - three days later. 
Noises were again heard, and Alan, descending, found an almost fully grown sheep at the bottom (occupying 
most of the small chamber). This, despite its enforced sojourn for an unknown period in the hole, seemed 
unhurt and was rescued, with great effort, after tying It up in a boilenuit and dragging it up the shaft, which 
in places seemed rather narrower than the sheep. Hence the name. 
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The Coille Gaireallach Area 
The order in which the known caves in the Coille Gaireallach woods are described is as follows -

the majoritY of the caves are situated towards the south side of the main woodland area, where this joins an 
area of treeless hillside developed on the granite, These caves are described working from west to east, and 
where a group of caves follow a stream course downhill (northward) through the woods, in an order pro
ceeding downhill from the nearest cave at the granite limestone boundary. Both M.S.G. and G.S.G. have 
carried out rough surveys of the whole area. The G.S.G. account allots a letter to each stream course, from 
west to east. and a number to each cave, proceeding downhill, on that course. But sections of the stream 
course in the lower part of the woods are difficult to relate to sinks on the qranitellimestone boundary. 
Where a site has been allotted a code in this account, however. this is included. 
(11 Twisted Cave 

A small sink at the granite/limestone contact, a short distance to the east of the most prominent 
valley at this end of the woods (which has various sinks and risings, but nothing penetrable). The stream 
sinks into a small hole with an impassably tight passage leading off. through which can be seen daylight 
from a second hole. From this one may proceed downstream by crawling round a large boulder into a tight 
twisting rift passage. Passing the boulder, one drops six feet to floor level and proceeds along a rift only 
Wide enough to be passable, and that by awkward crawling, at floor level. After about 15 ft. of low crawl a 
tight bend to the left is encountered, too low to pass. The passage does appear to sump a few feet 
round the corner, but a clear view cannot be obtained and this may not be the case. The total length of 
accessible cave is about 25 ft. 
(2) Poli lftri n (Hell Hole) (Fig. 6) 

This is found by following the edge of the wood from Twisted Cave, eastwards and somewhat 
downhill for a little over 200 yards. The actual stream sink is impenetrable (although a slit beside it drops 
into a short section of cave). the entrance being a few yards away westw3rds, in a 12 ft. deep Pit at the 
granite/limestone contact. The cave was first entered at Easter 1973 by G.S.G. members, whose exploration 
was halted at a tight section (The Chip) about 200 ft. in. A few days later. a M.S.G. part "found" the cave 
and explored as far as the same obstacle, initially naming the cave Uamh an T·Shelf (Shelf Cave, from the 
rock shelves in the first chamber). In July the G.S.G. returned and after a little work. managed to pass the 
constriction, finding the middle entrance, and then continuing downstream to find the stream passage 
accessible for the whole of Its subterranean course, to the rising. 

The cave entrance takes the form of an open pit, easily climced down, from which a muddy slope 
drops into a low chamber. To the right the stream enters from an impassably low bedding and drops about 
4 ft. into a trench between shelvi ng areas of chamber floor ~these only persist for a few feet, so it IS pointl ess 
to attempt to evade the inevitable crawl in the stream). The streamway, a little too narrow to permit easy 
hands·and·knees crawling, continues for 40 ft. or so to a sharp bend right and a low squeeze in the stream, 
lin ox·bow on the right 3 ft. above the stream providing lin alternative. but even tighter, route. Beyond this 
the stream passage continues as an easier crawl, to another tight section, beyond which a series of small 
cascades totalling 5 feet in all leads to a slight widening of the passage, decorated by some formations 
(Torture Chamber). Another 3 ft. cascade leads to a narrow section where G.S.G. hammered away chert 
projections. 30 ft. or so of narrow passage lead to a hole out to daylight in the roof, which was widened to 
provide the Middle Entrance. The ureamway continues, of walking size, for 20 ft. to a 3 ft. waterfall into a 
small chamber largely occupied by a pool {The Meeting Housel. From here the streamway lowers to a wet 
crawl, probably impassable in wet conditions with two ducks, and remains low and wet to the bedding 
plane resurgence. This is mown as (3) on the area map. 

Total length of the cave is around 400 ft and the depth 45 ft. The G.S.G. only claim C, R,G. Grade 
1 for their survey, reproduced here, since they found til,g~ compass errors due to an area of strong magnetic 
flux. There are few extensive dosed circuits in Skye cave surveys and other anomalies may exist which has 
so far escaped detection. 
(4) Poll Eidheann (lvybush Hole) {Fig. 7) 

The resurgence of Poll Iffrin is on the east bank of a surface stream, fed by small risings out of grass 
and mud a mort distance further upstream. Downstream of this resurgence, after a few yards the water 
sinks in an obvious sinkhole with an ivy bush - this is Poll Eidheann, explored in 1973 by G.S.G. members. 
An awkward and tight descent through boulder ruckle, which, however, appears quite stable. leads into a 
small chamber with two routes on, the lower, to the right. taking the stream. The left passage forms a dry 
ox·bow, rejOining the stream after 20 ft, and a wet crawl leads to a second small chamber where the stream 
Sinks in a low passage to the right. Straight ahead is II dry passage ending too tight after 7 ft .• although 
running water is audible beyond the constriction, which might be passable with digging. Total length of 
the cave is around 75 ft. 

Continuing downhill from, and to the east of. Poll Eidheann, an area of granite surrounded by 
limestone, obvious as a large boggy clearing in the woods, is found, At the lower edge of this dearing and 
near its north west corner, is a small cave ~5), in an obvious shakehole. 15 ft. of small and narrow passage 
connect its two entrances. 30 yards or so further to the north east is the entrance to -
(6) Ullmh Sgoilte ~Slit Cave) (Fig.7) 

The entrance to this is an obvious slit 12 ft. long and 2 ft. wide ~thus giving the name, which was 
arrived at Independently by both G,5.G, and M,S,G.I At the west end of the rift a small stream entets from 
a small passage just below the surface - this can be followed for 15 ft. to a choke where faint daylight is 
visible. The stream drops about 12 ft. into the rift (easily scrambled down) and flows into a downstream 
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CA YES OF SKYE 

1 . Camas Malag Cave - the duck near 
the lower entrance to the Upper 
Cave , looking downstream . 

2 . Camas Malag Cave 

_ the Upper Entrance sinkhole . 

3 . Beinn an Dubhaich Cave - the 
Sink Entrance looking west 
towards Loch Slapin . 



5 . Uamh an Ard Achadh -
looking upstream . 

~.\ 

4. Beinn an Dubhaich Cave -
roof' traverse . 

CAVES OF SKYE 

6 . Uamh an Ard Achadh -
looking downstream . 



7 . Claon Uamh - the entrance . 

8 . Claon Uamh - the slanting ri~t 

9 . Claon Uamh - the main passage looking upstream . 



passage passable by hands·and·knees crawling. After 25 ft. the floor drops 6 ft. into a narrow trench, and an 
easy traverse is necessitated, dropping to rejoin the stream at a double bend to the left, beyond which the 
passage shuts down to a low crawl and sumps within a few feet. 

Total length of the cave, including the short upstream passage is about 85 ft. The cave stream 
probably feeds an impenetrable rising further down the hillside. 

Returning to the major granite/1imestone boundary on which Poll Iff Tin is situated , and continuing 
eastward, several small impenetrable sinks are passed, before a group of open sinks is reached , around Uamh 
an T·Sill. The first sink reached (7) has a reasonable sized entrance which immediately shuts down to a tight 
crawl, becoming too constricted after c.15 ft. However, by walking due north for about 80 ft. down the 
hillside into the woods, an obvious depression is found where the stream rises and sinks again. This is -
(8) Uamh Coile (Cave of the Woods) (Fig. 8) 

The upstream passage from the entrance depression can be entered and followed, at first as a hands· 
and ·knees crawl, but lowering, for c.30 ft. to where it turns sharp left and becomes too low - although a 
little digging in the floor would allow further progress. This point is little more than 30 ft. from the 
constriction in the sink (7). but this is of more formidable nature, and a through·trip would necessitate 
considerable work. 

The downstream passage from the entrance depression is Uamh Coile proper. This was first explored, 
and surveyed, by U.C.l.S.S. in 1972. After an initial scramble through boulders a steeply descending 3 ft. 
high passage leads to a tight S·bend, deared of stones and debris on the first exploration and into a more 
roomy chamber, where the stream sinks in the floor. Beyond is a low crawl, also needing digging when 
first explored, running sharp left and rejoi ning the stream. The stream passage then becomes a high and 
narrow rift, with some sharp bends, and in places constrictions at stream level forcing a traverse in the roof. 
This, after a short crawl, suddenly drops, via a 10 ft. waterfall, into a roomy chamber 10 ft. wide, 20 ft. 
long and 15 ft. high. This suddenly closed to a low crawl - some digging here by G.S.G. enabled a little 
further progress to a right hand bend, and then 10 ft. of crawl to a left hand bend, the passage beyond being 
too low, and showing signs of recent sumping. Total length of the cave is about 250 ft. 

Returning to the initial ~ink for Uamh Coile, (7), a few feet further east is an obvious stream sink, 
the Main Entrance of -
(9 ) Uamh an T -Sill (Cave of the Seed) (Fig. B) 

There is an apparent confusion of names in the case of this cave - apparently the Gaelic can 
equally well be translated as Cave of the Seed, or Cave of the Fairies - local enquiry suggested that the 
former was correct, the name being derived from a time when local farmers used to store grain in the cave to 
conceal it when the landowner came to take his due. G.S.G. members found human remains (Skull Chamber) 
and consequently renamed the hole 'Skeleton Cave'. 

Two sinks near the granitellimestone contact feed into the cave, the Main Entrance, and, a few 
yards further east, and nearer the actual geological boundary, the South Entrance . 

The Main Entrance is·a large depression, with on its north side the opening dropping into the cave 
proper and on the east a smaller opening. This drops into a small passage, to the left communicating with 
the main cave a few feet inside the Main Entrance, and to the right, beyond a small sink in the floor, an 
upstream passage. This is at first an easy crawl, to a right hand bend, and then to a very acute and tight 
left hand bend, before emerging in the smaller depression of the South Entrance. 

From the Main Entrance a short section of roomy boulder strewn passage drops steeply to the base 
of an impressive open pot, 15 ft. square and 20 ft. deep. Two passages lead on from this. On the north side 
a narrow tube drops very steeply to open into a small chamber with a striking sump pool occupying all the 
floor - this appears to be of considerable depth, but was plumbed to a mere 10ft. By stepping across the 
pool, access can be gained to a small winding passage which rise!> to a constriction which allow!> a view into 
the small chamber where the human remains were found - Skull Chamber. 

Returning to the open pot, on the right (east) is a large passage, which after a few feet (and passing 
on the left the entrance, via a 10 ft. drop, into Skull Chamber, and on the right a tight descending tube too 
narrow after 6 ft. rises steeply to a short crawl into a 4 ft. high passage, running for c.30 ft. to a slope up to 
daylight, the East Entrance. 

Total length of Uamh an T·Sill is about 2pD ft., depth 32 ft. The most likely rising can be found 
by proceedin g downhill and slightly east to a grassy rising with a few feet away a hole beneath the trunk of 
a large tree allowing access to 10 ft. of upstream passage, ending in a sump. (1 0 ). 

Following downstream from this small cave, the resurgent stream sinks again into impenetrable 
boulders. Traversing eastward along the h illside, a more obvious stream is found, commencing at another 
impenetrable riSing. This flows down to an obvious sink (11 ), where the water falls 4 ft . into a hands·and· 
knees crawl which can be followed northwards for 28 ft. to a sump. A dry gully continues for some 
distance beyond the sink, with near its end a tight dry shaft (12), which was not descended. 

Returning to the granite/limestone boundary above Uamh an T·Sill, and continuing eastward 
towards the obvious "corner in the woods", three sinks are pa:w;ed. The first of these (13) , is a large 10 ft. 
deep open pot, easily scrambled down, from which a steeply descending passage, roomy at first, leads off, 
to suddenly end after c.25 ft. at a depth of c. 25 ft. The next sink (14) is another 10 ft. deep pot, dropping 
to an impenetrably tight bedding, and the third (15), a hole right on the geolog ical boundary, a 25 ft. 
deep hole with no passages. 

From the "corner of the woods" one can traverse along the hillside into the woodland, for a short 
distance, umil a gullv is found. In this a small stream sinks at -
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(16) Uamh Siaodach (Awkward Cave) 
This merely consists of c.20 ft . of low, awkward and t ight passage, ending too low. 
Continuing eastward through the wood, two much larger gullies, or small valleys are found , 

descending the hillside from the edge of the granite, at the top of the woods, and un iting to form one stream 
course. The caves in these gull ies are numbered from the head of the gully downhill, taking the western 
gully first, which continues downhill of its confluence with the eastern. 

Caves in t he Western Gully 
At the head of the gully the small stream sinks, below a 15 It. waterfall, in its bed , and resurges a 

short d istance downhill, through boulders. It then fl ows on the surface for some distance before sinking in 
its bed a9ain, a fflW fest from an open entrance (17) giving access to the stream way. A narrow walking·sized 
passage continues for c.40 ft. to a hole in the roof, where exit can be made. Following the stream for a 
further 20 ft. through a hands·and·knees crawl, lead s to the resurgence (18). 

The strea m, below (18), flows on the surface fo r a few feet before sinking into impenetrable 
fissures. A few yards furth er down the gully is an obvious open mossy hole 6 ft. deep, only a few feet from 
the side of a small surface stream - this is the water from the caves in the eastern gully, at the foot of that 
gully (the two gullies joining here) rising from an impenetrable resurgence, to then pursue a predominantly 
surface course for some distance, in the same small valley as several cave entrances connecting with the 
stream from the western gully , which remains predomi nantly subterranean. 

The open hole beside the stream (19), gives access to the subterranean west gully stream again. 
Upstream is too tight, but downstream, although low at first, develops into a stooping size passage for 
c.80 ft . before openi ng to dayl ight again at (20). 

The western stream then pursues a semi·surface course for a few yards, before sinking again. A few 
yards further downhill is a horziontal slit·like entrance on the west side of the gully (2 1). A bedding crawl 
of c.l0 h. leads to a 3 ft. drop into a cross·rift, to the right choked , to the left dropping to a static su mp, 
apparently of some depth. 

Continuing down the gully, the smali eastern stream, which has remained on the surface from its 
rising near (19). then sinks in a choked sink. A few ya rds away to the north west is an obvious shaft, the 
entrance to -
(22) Uamh an T-Shelf (Shelf Cave) (Fig.9). 

The entrance shaft is c.15 ft. deep and easily climbed down, opening at the base into a roomy 
chamber, with three passages lead ing off. That on the right is an inlet (the eastern stream?). a streamway 
initially 5 ft. high, and rising round two corners to a boulder choke where daylight can be seen. The passage 
straight ahead is a tubular crawl above a rock shelf, dropping after a few feet into a wider bedding passage, 
also reached by the leh passage from the entrance chamber. Th is bedding, passing two low inlets on the 
left, descends gently to a wide pool, which appears to sump completely. 

Total length of this att ractive little cave is c.80 ft. and depth c.20 ft. 
Returning uph ill to the granite/limestone boundary, and then eastwards again, one comes to the 

first of -

Caves in the Eastern Gully 
The first open hole seen is a short d istance to the west of the actual gully head (23), and is a narrow 

descending rih, entry to which would require some digging. At the head of the gully itself, a small stream 
sinks at (24), into a very t ight jagged rift, possibly too tight to be accessible. Following the shallow gully 
downhill, the next open hole is (25). A debris slope drops into a low chamber, where the stream enters from 
a choke. Downstream is a 6 ft. d rop, and then the passage narrows, ending too tight where daylight from 
(26) is visible. Length of th is section of cave is c.35 h. 

At (26) is an obvious shake hole with the impenetrably tight upstream passage connecting with 
(25), and on the opposite side a low entrance (dug out in 1973 by M.S.G.) connecting with a downstream 
passage, of stooping size, continuing for c.SO ft. to a tight hole back to the surface (27 ). 

A few yards further downhill one comes to -
(28) Uam h Pharnassus (Parnassus Cave) (Fig. 9) 

(The name is derived from the woodland plant Grass of Parnassus, which was flowering in profusion 
around the entrance on the occasion o f the first exploration). The cave was dug out and surveyed by M.S.G . 
in August 1973. 

The entrance is an obvious 10 ft. deep open hole, into which the small stream, which resurges a few 
feet away further uphill, drops. A narrow walking-sized passage bends sharp right for 15 ft. to a collapse 
from the su rface, provid ing a second entrance. At this point d igging was necessary, to open up a narrow 
slot in the collapsed bou lders, to give access to the downstream passage. Narrow walking·sized passage 
continues for c.30 ft. to a sharp leh hand bend, where the passage narrows further and some hammering 
was necessary . Beyond this crawling is necessary, for 20 ft. or so, to a 3 ft. waterfall, below which a more 
comfortable sized passage continues for another 30 ft. or SO to a 7 ft. cascade down into a sump. Above 
this cascade, however, a small passage continues horizontally for a few feet, to a narrow descent, opening 
into a sizeable rift chamber, with the stream re·entering from a tiny tube, and faint dayl ight visible c. 30 ft. 
above (this point was not located on the surface due to lack of time). A winding rift passage continues with 
a "lueeze under a wedged boulder and a crawl through a pool , to a sharp left bend. Beyond this the passage 
lowers to a choked bedding, where digging might allow a little further progress, although no enlargement is 
visible. 
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Total length of the cave is c. 195 ft. and depth c.40 ft . 
Continuing downhill from Uamh Pharnassus, after some distance another open hole is found, at 

!29). A narrow rift drops c.lO ft. to a passage to the right, ending in a 'T'-junction with an impassable 
rift. Total passage length is c.30 ft. 

A liltle further downhill again one comes to another opening, (3D), the last in wnich the eastern 
gully stream is seen underground - at a depth of 6 ft. the stream is met, but the passages it flows from and 
into are impassably small. 

A few yards away is the small risi ng near !19), and, as described above, the eastern stream then 
remains on the surface for some distance. possibly finally joining the western stream underground in Uamh 
an T-Shelf. 

Walking on down valley from Ullmh an T·Shelf, the combined streams resurge agam from a low 
sumped rising, and then. after briefly sinking and rising again through impenetrable holes, flow on the 
surface for some distance before sinking into an obvious cave entrance (31). A roomy hands·and-knees crawl 
continues for 25 ft. to a sump, A few yards away the Stream resurges. from an impenetrable rising, and 
flows on the surface to the foot of the woods. 

A thorough investigation of the Coille Gaireallach woods cannot be claimed, and there dOUbtless 
remain further caves to be found in this area. All the caves so far described have been in the main area of 
woodland. Further up the north side of Beinn an Dubhaich is a smaller area of limestone, also supporting 
woodland (the highest woodland on the hillside) . Near the highest point of this are several large shakeholes, 
includi ng -
(32) Poll Ceann A'Choi tie (Wood Top Pot ). 

This is an obvious stream sink. in a steep sided bouldery shakehole about 20 ft. deep, In the base 
of the shakehole a scramble down through boulders and debris leads to a very steeply descending tube, for 
c.20 ft . to a sump pool. Total depth, from the surface, is c.40 ft. 

Uamh an Ard Achadh (High Pasture Cave) (Fig. 10) 
This sytem is quite different , in many ways, from the other caves in the area, The longest cave so 

far found on Skye, it shows at least two stages of passage development, and has the appearance of being of 
greater age than most of the systems around Beinn an Dubha ich. The long, and generally roomy stream 
passage, is much less steeply graded in longitudinal sect ion than most local caves, and is reminiscent of a 
typical "Yorkshire" cave. 

The entrance was dug out, and the cave explored, and surveyed, by U.C. l.S.S. in 1972 who named 
the cave from the rubbish tip at the entrance, and the mount of debris from this scattered down the 
streamway, Tin Can Alley. The name "High Pasture Cave" !suggested by a local farmer, as descriptive of 
the cave's position) has since been adopted , although the original name has been kept for the first section 
of the Stream passage, 

The sizeable stream sink which feeds the cave is in an obvious small valley, running north eastwards. 
The stream sinks beside a 10 ft. deep hole , choked with domestic rubbish. The cave entrance is c.70 ft. 
away to the north east. in a hole surrounded by a low stone wall, against the north side of the dry valley 
which continues from the sink. 

As easy descent through a ruck Ie of boulders and empty spirits bottles leads into the streamway. 
Upstream is an impassably low bedding, but downstream, at first a hand s·and· knees crawl, rapidly enlarges 
to a stooping size passage showing attractive cross sections, and some pleasant formations. A small aven, 
and impassably narrow intet, is passed on the right and the stream passage continues, generally 4-5 ft. 
high, and of similar width, until a junct ion is reached, c.13O ft. from the entrance, On the fight a slope leads 
up into a dry pil$5ilge, with many calcited bones scattered across the floo r. Th is is at first of comfortable 
walking height. but lowers to a bedding and chokes c. 50 ft. from the stream passage. 

Turning left at the junction, the downstream passage continues, c. 10 ft. high, the upper part !which 
is really a continuation of the dry side passage) diverging briefly from the lower to form a short high,level 
ox-bow, for 30 ft. to another junction. 

Straight ahead at this junction, the high-level section of the passage leaves the streamway again 
and continues for 60 ft. at first being of walking size, then, aher a scramble over some boulder, lowering to 
4 ft. high. with a 2 ft, deep static pool. The final section widens to 12 ft. forming a chamber and the passage 
ends in a calcited choke. 

Returning to the junction, the streamway turns sharp right !looking downstream ), and changes 
character to a narrow rift, dropping to a roughly circular chamber containing a 2 ft . deep poo1. An easy 
duck (8 inches airspace) to the left, followed by a few feet of low gravelly bedding crawl, lead into larger 
passage again. The next 50 ft, of passage is mostly of stooping size, with two obvious igneous dykes crossing 
the passage, and generally knee deep water. This section ends in a left hand bend, and another junction. 

To the left here is an impressive rift passage 15 ft . high. rising to a muddy section. and another 
left hand bend, with more attractive calcite decorations, before ending in a calcited boulder choke 60 ft, 
from the junction. 

To the right at the junction, downstream, the passage retains its roomy dimensions (being 
obviously a continuation of the left hand dry passage), to a bouldery chamber after 30 ft. at the head of 
a 10 ft. waterfall. over the igneous dyke, 

This is easily climbed down, and the streamway continues, as a high rift. This in places divides into 
an upper and a lower passage, the upper level sometimes d iverging slightly from the line of the lower, and 
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meandering where the lower does not. The passage widens to a 12 ft. wide and 10 ft. high chamber, some 
90 ft. downstream of the waterfall, and the stream sinks in a low choked passage under the right wall. This 
chamber ends where the passage divides into upper and lower levels again, for 30 ft. or so, reuniting where 
the stream reappears from under the right wall. After a short section of 20 ft . high rift, the upper and lower 
levels diverge again, the upper level here taking the form of a bedding plane, with on the right a small inlet 
from an impassably small tube, the inlet stream cascading down into the lower level of the passage. Beyond 
this point the upper level begins to descend, in relation to the lower (with which it communicates frequently) 
and the passages in general lose height, so that 50 ft. beyond the inlet both levels are hands·and-knees 
crawls, and both with in a vertical range of 6 ft. The two routes rejoin, to allow walking again (although 
here there is still an "up per level" in a way. in the form of a very small roof tube which in places is separate 
from the main passage. 

The passage suddenly ends in the Terminal Chamber. 18 ft. long, 12 ft. wide and 10 ft. high, its far 
wall a solid boulder slope. The stream drops away into a low passage under the left wall, part flowing straight 
Into a small su mp, the remainder into a narrow rift, accessible for 15 ft. as a rather aquatic crawl, to end 
Impassably narrow and boulder choked. 

The final choke can probably be correlated with an extensive collapsed area apparent on the 
surface, and there seems little hope of further extension. The cave stream was fluorescein tested by M.S.G. 
In May 1973 to a rising about Y. mile away from the sink, found by walking down the obVIOUS dry valley, 
posst the collapsed area (where there are more rubbish tips) to where a stream issues from impassably low 
bedding planes on the south side of the valley. Sinks in t he west part of the Coille Gaireallach woods may 
also feed th iS rising. Flow through time was about 8 hours, in moderately wet weather conditions - there 
had been recent rain, but the streams were hardly in spate. 

Total length of the cave is about 1,050 ft . and depth from entrance to sump 42 ft . (from M.S.G. 
Grade 5 survey). 

The development o f the cave poses some interesting problems, and th ree separate stages of passage 
development are tentat ively suggested. Development does seem to have been predominantly vadose, since 
there IS little in the way of what is normally classified as evidence for phreatic actl'/ lty. 
(i) Possibly Pre-Glacial. A streamway existed, now represented by the dry side passages In the section 
of the cave above the 10 ft waterfall, fed by the surface stream sinking at a point lower down the present dry 
valley than the now active sink. The furthest "upstream" point of this old system now accessible is the 
choke in the first side passage on the right, going downstream - this ~ide passage retains a considerable 
amount of fill which might conceivably be of Glacial origin. The next two side passages, on the left. now 
separated by calcited chokes. a-e obviously the same passage, the terminal chokes being shown by the 
survey to be only 10·15 ft. apart. Further downstream, the high level passages are relICS of thiS old streamway, 
gradually descend i ng to merge with the present active passage just before the Terminal Chamber . 
(iiI PossiblY Pre·Glacial, or Inter·Glacial. The present entrance series developed, the sink either being 
In the present poSition, or perhaps where the entrance is now. 

Either during this stage or the next, the lower levels of the Lower Streamway (i.e. below the 10 ft. 
waterfall) developed, possibly during a per iod when the stream was re-actlvated, e.g. by melting ice. following 
a period of quiescence. 
(iiil Possibly Post-Glacial. (There is little evidence for separating postulated stages (ii ) and (i ii) beyond 
the fact that the entrance series does appear to show more development than the streamway between the 
second and third dry side passages above the waterfall). The stream abandoned the section of its former 
route now represented by the second and third dry side passages, developing a new route. I.e. the lower 
section containing the duck . The former route was blocked by a major collapse, represented by the calcited 
chokes. 

One interesting. and confusing, piece of evidence can be seen at the pomt where the second dry 
Side passage joins the streamway - a section of channel developed in the floor of this passage which appears 
to suggest a former stream jOining the present streamway at this point, i.e. flowing southwards along the 
second dry side passage, in the OPPOsite direction to the postulated direct ion of the stream which formed 
thiS passage. However, this feature may be of comparatively recent ongin, formed at a peflod when an inlet 
from the area of the calcited chokes was active (as may still flow in wet conditions). 

A more detailed inspection of this impressive cave may yield further evidence as to Its developmental 
history - at the moment the above theories are put forward merely as suggestions. 

Sma ll CavH East o f tn e Co ille Gairealtacn Area 
The Coille Gaireallach area can be taken as being bounded to the east by a major stream, the Alit 

an I nbhlre, which drains the east side of Beinn an Dubhaich, and has its source in the same upland valley as 
the Alit nan Leac. The woodland area does, however. continue for some distance east of this stream. A brief 
inspection of the Alit an Inbhire (which flows from granite to limestone, and vica·versa, several t imes). 
revealed two small caves. Walking up the stream from the Broadford-Torrin road, and passing a tributary 
on the left which flows through an Impressive limestone gorge, the first cave found is -
Alit an Inbhire Cave 

This is an obvious rising on the left bank, fed by sinks in the stream bed (amongst granite cobbles) 
perhaps 200 yards upstream. The water level at the rising was lowered by d igging, to allow easier entry into 
a low arched passage. After 20 ft. of narrow wet crawl this turned sharp right through a near-duck. and 
15 ft . of further low wet passage to where an impassably small fissure connected back with the streambank. 
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The stream passage went through an acute double bend to the lett here, and this was proba bly too t ight to 
pass, the passage beyond being very narrow, with low airspace - another 10 tt. or so could be seen . Total 
length of accessible passage is 35 tt. 

Continuing upstream, passing various small impenetrable sinks and risings. a narrow entrance is 
found a few feet from the stream, also on the left bank. This is -
Uamh Taobh na H-Aibh ne (Streamside Cavel 

A tight section of rift leads to a left turn into a more roomy slanting rift, ending too low. l ength 
IS around 30 ft. 

The remaining two small caves are beyond the area shown on the map accompanying th is art icle. 
The arrangement of streams east of the Alit an Inbhire observed by the writer does not seem to tally with 
that shown on the 0.5. map - hence there is some difficulty in locating the caves 

A normally dry stream bed runs down to the road a short distance east of the Alit an Inbhire. This 
can be followed upstream from the road almost half a mile. to where the stream slOks in pools in its bed. 
Seyeral hundred yards downstream of this Sink, beside a large static pool. a small hole was found beneath 
the roots of a tree (in the left bank. looking upstream 1 a little digging opened out -
Uamh A'Phuill (Pool Cave) 

The small entrance drops into a passage which drops steeply down beneath the surface stream bed, 
down a muddy slope, into a chamber perhaps 5 ft . wide and 10 ft. long, the floor of which is occupied by a 
pool 2·3 ft. deep, with no apparent exits. and much mud. This peculiar little cave does not, then. appear 
to be connected with any active system, and is c.20 ft. long and 15 ft. deep. 

Returning to the road , and walking further eastward. Le. towards Broadford. a very obyious massiye 
Igneous dyke is seen, descending the grassy hillside, beyond the wooded area. as a prominent ridge, round 
the foot of which the road curves. Strik ing up the hillside a hundred yards or so to the west of this dyke. a 
small choked rising is found (in a small patch of woodland I. If one walks up the open hillside beyond. for 
perhaps two hundred yards, towards the ruined house at Kilchrist. a collapse depression is found, where the 
stream rises and sinks again. This is -
Kilchrist Cave 

At the upstream end of the depression is an obvious (except in summer, when the bracken is high) 
cave entrance, perhaps B ft. Wide and 3 ft. high. This openes into a stooping height passage, bedecked with 
ferns. which after 20 ft. closes down to a short crawl to a total choke. Total length is c.30 ft. The stream 
is fed by a sma It sink which can only be a few feet beyond the choke. which In turn is fed by a small stream 
ming from marshy ground. 

AI the downstream end of the entrance collapse depression a little digging was attempted, but the 
passage seems thoroughly choked. 
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Gazeteer of Caves in the Beinn an Dubhaich Region . 

(;Iva N_ A I r. ~tntlS Grid Raf. AN. G.S.G. 
(Trant . 01 Gllellc bracketed) R,f. No. 

1.1 Alit n;ln LeK V,lIey 
IAI Cafnllt Malag Caye NG 584187 c.l00 It. 
IBI Uamh Sgoe,nne (<:aye 01 KmYeS) NG 581184 c.20011 
ICI 8e,"n an Dubhaich Caye Alit niln Leac Caye NG 589184 c.3OO It . 
10 1 NG 590184 c.3OO It. 
lEi NG 590184 c.325 ft . 
IFI Ui/l mh Craobh Sh,liNcn (W.llowlr" Caw) NG 594184 c.425 h . 
IGI Uamh Sh,l, c (P,t CAye) NG 595184 C.425 h. 

Alii ".n Leec Potholo 
IHI Cillon Uamh (Slant CaY" NG 598183 c.370 It. 
III Uamh Aosda (AnClln! Caw) NG 600 183 c.450 It. 
IJI lJIImh C,"n Ghlinn (Valley Head Caye) NG 601182 c.450 fl 
1<1 lJIImh Cann Mullech (Upper Valiey Head CIlY" NG 604 183 c.51511. 

A'Chlinne 
ILl POll Neach D,·CtlUlmhn,chte (PI! 01 Ihe Forgonlln One) NG 6 16 184 c.625 h. 

'" Come GaireellKh Aree 
CG 1 TWItted Caye NG 599196 c.325 ft. 
CG2/3Poll IlI ron (Hell Holel NO 600197 c.225 ft o 1/2 
CG 4 Poll Eld heann (iyvbush Hole) NG 600 198 c 175 It 02 
CG5 NG 601198 c.125ft 
CGS Uamh Sgolite (SI'I Caw) NG 601198 c. 125 It XI 
CG 7 NO 602197 c.225 II . GI 
CGB Uamh Coole (Caye 01 the Woods) NG 602 197 c. 175 It . G 2/3 

Cheri Rlfl CaYe 
CG. Uitmh an T·$,II (Caye of Ihe Seed ) NO 602197 c.200 h . X 2 

(Caye 01 Ihe Fa,roH) 
Skelelon CaW! 

CGIO NG 602198 c. ISO fl. X3 
CG 11 NG 603198 c.ISO II 
CG 12 NG 603198 c.150ft. 
CO 13 NG 603196 c.215ft. " CO 14 NG 603196 c.2 15 II. 
CG15 NG 603196 c.215ft . J\ 
CG 16 Uamh Slitodach (Awkward Caye) NG 604196 c.3OO II 
CG 17/ 18 NG 605195 c.375 II . < 3 
CO 19120 NG 605195 c.350 II .. 
CG 21 NG 605195 c.325 It. <5 
CG 22 Uamh en T·Sh~1 (Shelf CltYe) NG 605196 c.3OO It. <, 
CO 23 NG 606194 c.475It 
CG 24 NG 606194 c.475 It . 
CG 25 NG 606195 c.450 It , 
CG 26/27 NG 606195 c.425 It 
CG 28 Uamh Parnessu, (Parnnsus Caye) NG 606195 c.400 h. 
CG 29 NG 605195 c.375 h. 
CG 30 NG 605195 c.350 h . 
CG 31 NG 604198 c.l50 It. <B 
CG 32 Poll Ce,nn A'Cholf le (Wood Top Pot ) NG 600194 c.5OO It. 

Ul mh I n Ard Achadh (H,gh Pastu re Caye) NG 594197 c.200 ft, AI 
Tin Can Alie.,. 

Ar .. Ellt of Coille G.irHUKh 
Alit itn Inbhtre Caye NG 610199 c.1S0 It 
lJIImh Taobh na H·Albhne ($lrNmsode Caw) NG 610198 c.175 h. 
Uamh a'l'tIu,1I (Pool CayeJ NG 613200 c,150 It 
K,lchrost Cay, NG 614202 c,175 It 
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Trans. British Cave Research Assoc. Vol. 1. No.2. pp.127-130. April 1974 

NOTE ON THE EXPLORATION OF THE AVENC DE LA PUNTA, MAJORCA 
by J. A. Encinas 

This note gives information about the archaeological exploration of the Avane de La Punta (PoUensa, 
Balearic Islands), where an incineration room and a sanctuary sacred to bUll-worshippers dated from the 
4th-3rd century B.C. were found_ 

The most important objects preserved in this cave are some wooden idols. They represent the bull, 
possibly a god-symbol of the pre· Roma n culture in the Baleari c Islands. 

As a consequence of the intense speleological explorations that have taken place, these past seven 
years in the Balearic Islands, an inventory has been made of the majority of caves considered of 
archaeological interest. These caves contain deposits of the most varied cultural phases. 

In a chasm of the " La Punta" mountain range, speleologists found a sanctuary. or funeral chamber for 
incineration rites, dating from 370 B.C. with wooden bull-like idols. 

Study of the materials has been directed by the archaeologist Damiau Cerdil, who will shortly be 
publishing his findings. A careful investigation was carried out of the environmental conditions of the 
cavern from the time of the deposits to the present, in order that the circumstances favouring preservation 
of the wooden idols in a cave environment might be determined. 

Co-ordination of the archaeological work and other speleological studi es has permitted an analysis in 
depth of the original conditions and the subsequent evolution of the deposit. 
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